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1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite groups G and H have the same type if G and H have isomorphic 
Sylow 2-subgroups. Our objective is to classify finite groups of type A,(q) g 
PSL(n + 1, q), n > 3, and q = 2” ;> 4. Specifically we prove: 
THEORE~LI A. Suppose G is a group of type A,(q), n > 3, and q = 2k >, 4, then 
02’(G/02(G)) g 02’(P) where P is some parabolic subgroup of A,(q). 
We utilize standard group notation for the most part; a list is given in [II], 
any deviation is explained. All groups are assumed to have finite order. We 
reserve q for a positive integral power of 2 subject to q # 2. The integer n in the 
expression A,(q), is referred to as the rank. Unless otherwise stated the rank is 
assumed to be at least 3. 
Some well-known results are repeatedly used. We state them here. Proofs may 
be found in [I 1, 131; if not, a source is noted. 
(1) Groups of odd order are solvable [6]. 
(2) (Gaschiitz). Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup, 1cI a finite 
G-module and (1 M 1, 1 G : H 1) -= 1. Then an extension of M by G splits if the 
restriction to H is a split extension. 
(3) (Frattini). Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup of G and PE Syl,(N). 
Then G =: NNo(P). Moreover, if N is solvable and H is a Hall subgroup of N, 
then G = AN,(H). 
(4) (Fitting). If A is a group of automorphisms of an abelian group M and 
(i M 1, I A I) = 1, then M 1 C,(A) x [M, A]. 
(5) A p’-automorphism group A of a p-group P acts faithfully on P/@(P). 
* This research was completed for the author’s doctoral dissertation at the Cniversity 
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(6) Suppose the abelian r-group A acts on an r’-group X, then X = 
(C,(A,) / A/A, is cyclic). 
(7) (Walter). Let G be a group with an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. Then 
02’(G/0,(G)) is isomorphic to a direct product of a 2-group and simple groups 
isomorphic to one of the following: 
(a) PSL(2, r), 7 = 3, 5(S), r 3 5; 
(b) PSL(2,2”), n 3 2; 
(c) a group of Ree-type; 
(d) Jr , Janko’s first sporadic group [19]. 
(8) (Bender). Let G be a group with a strongly 2-embedded sub- 
group. Then G is solvable with cyclic or quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup, or 
02’(G/0,(G)) is isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(a) -%(2”), k 3 2; 
(b) SZ(~~); 
(4 h(2'") [41. 
(9) (Z*-THEOREM). Let G be a group. If G has an involution 01 weakly closed in 
some Sylow 2-subgroup of G, then 01 E Cc(G/O,(G)) [7]. 
Uniqueness groups play a central role in this work. A group is a uniqueness 
group provided: 
(I) G = O”‘(G); 
(2) let P E Syl,(G), then G = P or P is contained in a unique maximal 
subgroup M,(P) of G. 
The set of uniqueness subgroups of a group G containing a fixed Sylow 2-sub- 
group P of G is denoted U,(P). The usefulness of uniqueness groups is illustrated 
bY 
THEOREM]. LetGbeagroup,andPESylz(G),thenO”’(G)=(KjKEU,(P)). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on / G : P /. If 1 G : P j == I then the 
result is obvious. Assume / G : P j > 1 and 02’(M) = (K 1 K E [i,(P)) for all 
P < M < G. Let W = (K / K E U,(P)) and N = N,(W). N,(P) permutes 
the elements of U,(P), so N,(P) < N. Now if P < H < G, then 
H = 02’(H)N,(P) < N (Frattini Argument). 
Suppose 02’(G) is not a uniqueness group. Choose P < Hi < 02’(G), i = 1 
or 2, such that (HI , H,) = 02’(G). Then 02’(G) = (HI , H,) < N. Trivially 
02’(G) ,< N if Oa’(G) is a uniqueness group. Hence 02’(G) > W = 02’(N) > 
02’(G), as required. 
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2. THE GROUPS A,(q) 
1. General Description 
The notation we use to describe A,(q) is largely that used in [5]. The results 
not proven may be found in [5]; otherwise a source is noted. 
The diagram ~,“1:;“1,,% ... ,‘-,-j~n is a Dynkin diagram of type A, The 
set n = {cyi , Ole ,..., CU,] is a fundamental system of type A, . The set 4’ == 
{C+ + oli+l -t .‘. + (Lo 1 1 (, i <j < n} is the positive root system (associated 
with 27). The root system is the set 4 = (Y, --r 1 I E++). We also write oli,j =: 
% + %+1 + ... + oljA1 E$- if i <j, and -Q = olj,+. 
We define Ht(r), the height of Y, by Ht(r) = C Xi where Y = C Aiai ~4. This 
provides a partial ordering of 4. We provide $ with a total ordering by the rules: 
(1) % < %l 7 
(2) r<r+sifr,sandr+sE++ 
(3) s < Y if -s and r E $* 
(4) If r < s, Y and s E $mr then -r > -s. 
This ordering is consistent with the partial ordering induced by the height 
function. 
For each r E 4 a root subgroup X, = (x,(m) 1 01 E GF(q)) is defined. When 
Y = oli,j we sometimes write X, = X,,j, and xr(cu) = +(a). The following 
relations hold. 
Let U(n, q) = U = (X, 1 r E 4’). 
U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A,(q). The above relations restricted to U form 
a presentation of U. 
Let Char (n, q) be the group of characters from iz+ into GF(q). The Cartan 
integers (A(r, s)) are given by: 
A@, s) = 2 if r = s, 
~~ 2 -- if r=-s, 
= -1 if r +sE+, 
:= 1 if r-SE+, 
=o otherwise. 
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For each Y E# and h E GF(q)# we define a character xTPk: s + hA(r*s), s ~4. The 
diagonal autamorphism-s h(x) of A,(q) are defined by: 
h(x): G4 - dx(y)8), x E Char@, d. 
These form a group A with multiplication h(xl) h(& = h(xlxz). Let H = 
(h(xr,A) / Y E 4, h E GF(q)#). Suppose G is a group. Then Inn(G) is the group of 
inner automorphisms of G. Now Inn(A,(q)) n A = H, and Inn(A,(q)) g A,(q). 
Thus we identify H with a subgroup of A,(q) in the obvious fashion. Let 
B = UH. B and its conjugates in A,(q) are the BOY& subgroups of A,(q). 
For each Y E+ a permutation w, of 4 is defined: 
w,(s) = -s if Y = fs, 
=s+r if s+rG#, 
=s-Y if s--YE+, 
=s otherwise. 
The Weyl group W = W(4) associated with 4, is the group generated by the 
w, for all Y ~4. In our case this is Sym(n), the symmetric group on n letters [I]. 
Let w, and wQ E W. Then (w~wJ(Y) = wl(w,(r)). For each x E Char(n, q) and 
w E W, x’” E Char(n, q) is defined by X”(Y) = x(w(Y)). 
For each Y E 4 an element n7 of A,(q) is defined by: 
44”’ = %&,(4~ 
h(x)“r = h(xWT). 
The group N = (H, n, ) Y E $) is the monomial group. The mapping nT -+ w, 
extends to a homomorphism of N onto W with Kernel H; this mapping is the 
“natural” homomorphism of N onto W. Thus if n maps to w under the natural 
homomorphism, then h(x)n = h(xW). 
A,(q) has a B - N pair (B, N). For each subset J of I = {1,2,..., n), let W, 
be the subgroup of W generated by wi = wai , i E ]. Let NJ be the preimage in N 
of W, , Let PJ = BN,B. The following hold: 
(1) PJ is a subgroup of G; 
(2) each subgroup of A,(q) containing B is some PJ; 
(3) PJ = PJ, implies J = J’. 
The subgroups of A,(q) containing some conjugate of B are the parabokc 
subgroups of A,(q). 
Let .sP E Aut(GF(q)); a field automorphism 9’ of A,(q) is defined by: 
XT(a)” = x,(cF) 
h(x)” = 4~~1 where x~(Y) = (x(Y))~ and nTY = n, . 
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No confusion will arise with the double usage above. The group generated by the 
field automorphisms is denoted 9. Let T be the nontrivial symmetry of the 
Dynkin diagram. The graph automorphism T of A,(q) is defined by, X,(Q)’ =- 
x+)(~l). We have Aut(A,(q)) = Inn(A,(q))fi9(-r), where Inn(A,(q)) is the 
inner automorphism group of A,(q). 
2. The Subgroup U 
Define ch(r) = {CQ , ~++r ,..., CQ} for r = ai + aif + ... + LYE ++. A, = 
(X, 1 ch(r) C ch(s)). F or any nonempty subset S of l7 we define A, = JJEs A, 
and SC = (X, 1 X, < A,; Y E ++>. For each Y E c#+, Ar = Ach(,,) . From [14] 
we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.1. (I) A,. is elementary abelian and normal in U for any r E ++. 
(2) C,(A,) = A’. 
(3) C,(A,) = A, ij and only I$ r E r. 
(4) A’ = (X, ) ch(s) r\ ch(r) # m ; s E 4’). 
(5) If S C IT, S not empty, then Se is a complement for A, in U. 
Define U, == (X, < U / h(r) 3 k) for K < n, and U,,, = I. Let L,,(U) > 
L,(U) 3 ..., be the lower central series of U, and 1 = Z,,(U) < Z,(U) < ..., 
be the upper central series of U. Reference [ 151 provides: 
LEMMA 2.2. L,(U) = U, = Zn--le--l for 1 < h d n + 1 
DEFINITION. An automorphism 9 of U is central if [Y”, U] < Z(U). 
The following two results are the main content of [14]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Aut(U) = BIB,B,B,B,: 
B, = The inner automorphism group of U; 
B, = The central automorphism group of U, 
B3 = The diagonal automorphism group of U; 
B, = The field automorphism group of U; 
B, = The graph automorphism group qf U. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a group of type U. Let PE Syl,(G). Then 
N,(P)/O,(N,(P)) g W for some U < W < UB,O(B,), B, and B, as in 
Theorem 2.2. 
DEFINITION. A subgroup of U generated by root subgroups of U is a radical 
subgroup. The set of such subgroups is denoted R(U). 
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Radical subgroups have nice properties. The following theorem lists some of 
these; proofs may be found in [14]. 
THEOREM 2.5. (I) Let 1 # Z’ < X,. , Y E++, then C,(V) = C,(X,) E W(U). 
(2) Let A and B E R(U), A <i B, then C,(B/A) E R(U). 
(3) Let A E R(U) and F < fi the diagonal automorphism. Then 
C,(FA/A) E R(U). 
(4) Let A and B E R(U), then A n B = (X, < A n B) E R(U). 
DEFINITION. Ai = A,(, OILED. 
The following four results are used to deal with cores. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let B < Ai , / Ai : B / < 4. Then C,(B) = Aa ifq > 4 OY ij 
q = 4 and i # 1 OY n. 
Proof. Case 1. q > 4. Then X, n B # I for any X, < Ai . Theorem 2.5(l) 
and (2) complete this case. 
Case2. q=4andi#10rn.\Vithoutloss~Ai:B~ =4andX,nB#l 
implies X,. < B. Let Y have maximal order, X, _C Ai - B. Let C = C,(B). 
Now C < C,([X, , Uj). Thus C,(C,([X, , U])) < B. This yields X, < A,, 
X,~AA,or[X,,C]=1.A,=BXyieldsX,~A,,X,~A,or[Ai,C]=1. 
By Lemma 2.1 and a relabeling of the indices if necessary we may assume 
X, < A, . [C, Ai] = [C, BX,.] = [C, X,] < [U, X,] < A, n Ai . It is immediate 
from Theorem 232) that C < C,(A,/A, n A,) = A,A, . But now X, < 
A, n A, = Cu(AIA,) < C,(C). Thus 
[C, AJ = [C, BX,] = [C, X,] = 1. 
Lemma 2.1 completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let U = U(3, 4) and D = U/Z(U). Then A,A, is elementary 
abelian and normal in U. Moreover, if 1 A,A, : B i < 4, then C&B) = A,A, . 
PYOO~. The first statement is obvious from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.5(4). 
The second statement is given in [17, p. 2271. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let U = U(3, q). Let 01 E U - A, be an involution, then 
(GA4 = ZW). 
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Proof. By [17, p. 2261, an application of an inner and diagonal automorphism, 
we may assume OL = x,,,(l), x&), or 
%2(l) x3,4(1), 
Cu(a) = A,X,,, in the first case, 
CL44 = 4x12 in the second case, 
C,(a) = X,,,X,,,V in the third case, where 
v = (x1,3(P) xd3 I B E G&W. 
(A1A3)’ < A, n A, = Z(U). 
Thus (C&x)) < Z(U). 
Lc3 7 &Al = PG.2 1 &Al = XL4 = Z(U), 
and 
[X*.2 7 V] = x1,, = Z(U). 
Thus in all cases C,(U)’ := Z(U). 
DEFINITIONS. A 2-group P has property c(1) if P is generated by normal 
elementary abelian subgroups. A 2-group P has property c(2) if: 
(1) P has property c(l); 
(2) whenever M is a subgroup of P such that / P : M / = 2, then 
C,WW-‘)IW’)) = Zk+#‘). M ore g enerally a group G has property c(i) if a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G has property c(i). 
THEOREM 2.9. A group of type A,(q) has property c(2). 
Proof. U has property c(1) by Lemma 2.1(l). If X, < U and j U : M) = 2 
then X, n M # 1. Thus c(2) is immediate. 
DEFINITIONS. For each Y E n define the subgroup U, = (X, < U 1 s # r). 
For r = 01~ we sometimes write lJ, = Uk. For each 7 E GF(q)# we define 
w(r)) = A’V; y = a2 + a3 + ... + an-1 and v = ~~l,2U3> ~~,~+~(rlB) I B 6 G&d). 
The following 11 results are needed to deal with the cases G/O,(G) z L,(2”). 
PROPOSITION 2.10. @(U) = U, = L,(U). 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. C,( U,) = A, , where r = 01~ + a3 + ... + CL+~ . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5(2) C,(U,) E R(U). If s, t, s + t E$+ and h(t) = 2 
then X, $. C,(U,). The result is now immediate. 
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PROPOSITION 2.12. Let A, < A, . Then C,(U,/A,) = A&(U), where 
A, < A, , Ht(t) = max. (1, Ht(s) - 2). 
Proof. Let C = C,(.?J,/A,). C E R(U) by Theorem 2.5. Thus X, < C 
if and only if, for all s E++, Ht(s) 3 2, either r + s #++, or X,,, < A, . A check 
of such roots yields the result. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Le.? U, < M. Suppose M = C,(C,(M)) then M = A’, 
U, U’, u’“, or W(v), where 7 E GF(q)# and Y = or, + ar, + ... + 01,~~ .
Proof. By Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.1(2) A’ < M. Lemma 2.1(5) now 
shows M= A’(M n X,,,X,,,+, ), If % n M # 1, C,(M) G C,l(X,,, n M) = 
A n,+“‘+u,-I, whence M 3 Cu(Aal+...+an-l) = 0. Similarly if X,,,,, n M # 1, 
then M 3 U1. Thus we may suppose X1,, n M = Xn-1,92 n M = 1, and 
X,,,X,-,,, n M # 1. Let g = qJ01) x,,,+~(To~) E M, “77 # 0. We now have 
M 3 Cu(Cu(@r, g>N = G(C&>) = W(d. Since W(,) W(f) = U for 
[ # r] we must have M = W(7). 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let n = 3, and A, < M < U. Then A, char M. 
Proof. -4, is elementary abelian of order q* [17, p. 2271. Let a: E U - M be 
an involution. By the proof of Lemma 2.8 CU(cr) is nonabelian of order q*. Thus 
A, char M. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. A’ char W(y), where r = 01~ + 01~ + .-* + 01%~~ . 
Proof. If n = 3 this is given by Proposition 2.14. If n > 3, 
Similarly X,-,,, < W(q)‘. If k # 1 or n - 1, then X,,,,, = [Xk,k+l, X,,,,,,,] < 
W(,)‘. Thus W(q)’ = U, . Th e result follows by Proposition 2.11. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let M > U, . Assume C,(M) = Z(U), M -L 
C,((C,(M/Z))/Z), and 1 U/M / < q. Then M = Uz, lJ”-l or U. 
Proof. Let C = C,(M/Z). By Proposition 2.12 C < Z,(U). Since 
I UlM I G 4, -%~Xn.n+~ n M # 1. Thus C < Zs( V) n A,A, . This yields 
M>(X,jr#ol,orcu,-,).Wearedoneifn=3. 
Suppose then n > 3. Since j U/M [ < q, X2,3X11--1,91 n M = V # 1. If 
v 4 x2,, or V 6 -Ll.ny then C ,< Z,(U). Thus M = U or V < X,,, , or 
v < x2-1.n * Without loss we may assume V ,< X,,, . But then V = X,,, and 
M = lJn-l, since 1 U/M 1 < q. 
481/46/I-16 
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PROPOSITION 2.17. Let M 3 U, , C,(M) = Z(U), and C&M/Z(U)) = 
Z,(U). Let r = 01~ + 01~ + . $ (Ye , k # I or n. Suppose 
N = C,((C.(MIA,))lA,Z,(U)), 
then M = U or U-l. 
Proof. M > C,((C,( U,/A,)),/A,Z,(U)). Proposition 2.12 now yields, M > U 
if k = 2 and M 3 U”-l if k 2 2. But U = Uk-lx,-,,, . Hence M = 
U”-l(M n X&&. The results follow easily. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let 3 f k < R - l.Let A, < ,4,. Then 
Cd U”IA,) = CUWA,) if s # % + “’ + a&l 
= A aI+ag+...+ak-I Z,(U) otherwise. 
Proof. Lets=oc,+-..+olj,andt=oc,+ol,+...+~~j-2. 
FG, Xi-,,jl $ As, [XK,, -Ga+J 4 AsI and [-G,,+, , ~~,~I $ -4. 
The result now follows by Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.12. 
PROPOSITION 2.19. Lets = 011 $ +.. + ak, k # 1, OY n. Let 
Then CuUJnIAJ = 4A,2+...+an--I . 
Proof. Let C = C,(V/A,). Now Xi,i+l f UQ for i # n. Theorem 2.5 now 
yields C < A,A,2+...+an_, . The reverse inequality is easy. 
DEFINITION. Let U = U(3, p). For each 7 E GF(q)*, define K(T) = 
(XI&) x,,h4 x1&9 ~&P) VIA I 01, P, Y E GJ%)k 
LEMMA 2.20. Let n = 3. Then A,A, has precisely 2q + 2 se2fcentralz’zing 
elementary abelian subgroups namely: 
A A,, Z,, 
&i 77 E GW# 
(Xl,2&,4%4~~ a E x2.3 . 
Proof. By [17, p. 2271 the K(q) belong to the list. The remaining groups are 
easily checked by Theorem 2.5. 
Conversely let A be self-centralizing in A,A, of order q”. 
Case 1. I AZ,/Z, j > q. Then A n X,“.,Za # 1 and A n X&Zz i; 1. 
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Replacing A by Ag, g E U if necessary, we may assume A n Xl,, # 1 [17, 
p. 2261, and A n X3,,.& # 1. [17, p. 2261 now yields A n X&Z # 1. However 
2 <A. Thus A n XI,, # 1 and A n X3,, # 1. Now CAI,4J((A n Xl,, , 
A n X,,,)) = X,,,X,,,X,,, as required. 
Case 2. j A n 2, 1 > 9”. Since 2 < A, A n X,,, # 1 and A n X2,, # 1, 
whence A = Z, . 
Case 3. 1 A n Z, / = q2. 1 AZ,/Z, 1 = q. Let cx E A - Z, . By [17, p. 2261 
(Y E B where B = A,, A, or K(T). Czz(a) = Z, n B. Thus A n Z, = 
Z, n B (I A n Z, / = q2 = I Z, n B I). CAIA8(Z2 n B) = BZ, by a straightforward 
computation. By [17, p. 2261 any involution of BZ, lies in B or Z, . Thus 
A - Z, < B. 
But then A < B, and so A = B as required. This completes the proof. 
Finally we need two properties of automorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Let h(x) be a diagonal automorphism and f a jield auto- 
morphism. Suppose [X,. , h(x)f] = 1, then f = 1. 
Proof. Since X,. admits h(x)f, we have (x(r)fl)f = p for all 13 E GF(Q). Thus 
(x(r))’ = 1, whence f = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.22. Let 9 be an automorphism of odd order of U. Let 
C=CU(Y).SupposeC>U,andIU:CI<4,thenY=1. 
Proof. A, admits Y (Theorem 2.5). Hence [A, , 9’1 = CAl( U,) < A, n U, . 
Since Y has odd order [A,, 9’j = 1. 
Now [U, .Y] < C,(A,) = A, < C,(Y). Since 9 has odd order Y = 1. 
3. Subgroups Containing U 
The connection between parabolic subgroups and subgroups containing U 
is given in the following two results. 
LEMMA 3.1. (U, Ux) admits H for any x E A,(q). 
Proof. Since x E BnB = BnU for some n E N it follows x = bnu for some 
bEB,nEN,anduEU.Thus(U,Ux)=(U,UbnU)=(UZ1-’,Un)_(U,Un). 
But U and Un admit H for any n E N whence (U, Ux> = (U, lF> admits H. 
Recall we are assuming n, = nNi . Thus ni2 = 1. With this in mind we have: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let U < M = 02’(M) < A,,(q). Then MH is a parabolic 
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subgroup and M Q MH. In particular, if MH = PJ then M = 02’(PJ) = 
(U,ni I iE-0. 
Proof. M -= (( U, W) 1 x E M) admits H by Lemma 3.1; whence MH is the 
parabolic subgroup PJ for some J-C (1,2,..., n}. Repeating the argument yields 
(CT, ni I i E J) admits H. The result now easily follows. 
DEFINITION. Ki = (U, ni) for 1 < i < n. 
The last result yields 
THEOREM 3.3. UAn(&U) = {U, Ki / i = 1,2 ,..., n}. 
DEFINITIONS. Let r E$. Define H, = (h(x,,A) / X E G&I)“) and Hr = 
(h(x) E H I x(r) = 11. 
The following omnibus result provides a connection between the groups N 
and U by way of the group H. 
THEOREM 3.4. (1) H = HT x Ii, . 
(2) <XT , X-J = (X, , n,> s L2(d. 
(3) H(X, , X-,> = H’ x (X, , X-r>. 
(4) n, centralizes H’ and inverts H, . 
(5) Let n map to w under the natural homomorphism. Then 
(H’)” = HuW and H,” = H,(,, . 
(6) Let r E$+. Then C,(Hr) = X,. . 
Proof. (1) This is obvious. 
(2) See [5, pp. 88-921. 
(3) [H’, X,] = [H’, X-,] = 1 by definition of H’. H, < (X,. , X-,) by 
[5, p. 921. Now (3) must hold by (1). 
(4) [H1, n,.] = 1 by (3). By definition, n, inverts H, . 
(5) By (4) (HT)n = (CH(n,.))n = C,(n,(,)) = HW(‘). 
(6) Clearly C,(H) = 1. Thus C,(H”) n C,(H,.) = 1. 
If X, < C&H’), then by definition of H, we must have, s = r, s + r E$+, or 
s - r E 4. If s, r, and s + r E ++, then h,(h) h,+,(X) E H7 for all X E GF(q)#. Hence 
X, 4 C,(Hy). Similarly if s, r E++, and s - r ~4, then X, z$ CU(Hr). The 
result follows by Theorem 2.5. This completes the theorem. 
We provide the relevant properties of Ki . 
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THEOREM 3.5. (1) Let r and s E 17 be distinct. Then A, Q (B, n,). 
(2) Let r Eli. The-n U, = O,(<& n,>), (U, n,> = 02’(@, n,>), and 
( u, %>lUr G L,(q). 
Proof. (1) A, <I U by Lemma 2.1. Clearly A, admits H. Since s and r are 
distinct, a straightforward checks shows, s E ch(t) implies s E ch(w,(t)). Thus A, 
admits rzr also. Now A, admits (U, H, n,) = (B, n,) as required. 
(2) Theorem 3.4(4) and [5, p. 1051 yield (2). We are done. 
Finally we show 
LEMMA 3.6. N/Hz Sym(n) the symmetric group on n letters. Moreover, 
C,(H) = H. 
Proof. See [I] for the first statement. 
The wi , i = 1, 2 ,..., n and the relations wi2 = (w,wi)” = (z~w~+r)~ = 1 if 
1 j - 1 1 # 1 form the usual presentation for Sym(n) in the Weyl group. Since 
C,(H) 4 N, N/C,(H) is isomorphic to Sym(n), has order 2, or N = C,(H). 
However the 3-element nlna does not centralize H. Hence N/C,(H) s Sym(n) 
as required. 
4. Automorphisms 
DEFINITIONS. Let X be a group. 1 x is the identity automorphism of X. Let G, 
H, and K be groups. Suppose K is a subgroup of G and Y is a homomorphism 
of G into H. We write Y lK for the restriction of 9’ to K. Moreover if K 4 G, 
Y(K) d H, and G = G/K, then 9 is the induced homomorphism of G into 
H/Y(K). Let G be a group and x E G. The inner automorphism of G induced by 
x is denoted inn(x). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G = UI?O($) be the split extension of U by &O(9). Let 
x = XZ( U)/Z( U) for X < G. Suppose U < E, F < G, and 9’: B -+P is an 
injection such that 9 10 = lo. Then E = F. 
Proof. Let y E E and x E u. Then X~J = ZY’(xY) = Ye = xY’(v), whence 
x9YY)Y-1 = x for all x E u. Thus Y(y)y-l E Cc( 0) < g < E. Thus Y(y) < 
Ey-l = i? for all y E E. Now F = i?. Since U < E and U <F we must have 
E =F. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let U < Ei < B for i = 1 or 2. Suppose El is isomorphic to E, 
by an isomorphism 0. Then there is an automorphism 9’ of A,,(q) mh that: 
(1) 98 is an automorphism of E,; 
(2) 9’0 1” is a central automorphism of U; 
(3) 9’0 centralizes El n H. 
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Proof. e(U) = B(OZ’(E,)) = 02’(8(E,)) = OZ’(E,) = u. 
Thus 0 1 U is an automorphism of U. Theorem 2.3 may be restated in the form: 
Any automorphism of U is induced by an automorphism of A,(q) modulo a 
central automorphism of U. Thus we may assume 0 1 U is a central automorphism 
of U. By Lemma 4.1 we may assume (1) and (2) hold with Y = 1. 
NOW [El n H, 01 < CEI( U/2( U)) = Z,(U). Hence (Ei n H)e = (E1 n H)g for 
some y E Z,(U). Let Y = Inn(y-l). N ow Y is an automorphism of E1 whose 
restriction to U is central. Moreover, [.Ye, E, n H] < (E, n H) n Z,(U) = 1. 
We are done. 
DEFINITIONS. Let U < E < B. An automorphism 9 of L? is quasi-central if: 
(1) Y 1” is central; 
(2) Y centralizes E n H. 
Define Hi = Haj for 1 < i < n. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let U < E < B. Suppose Y is a quasi-central automorphism 
of E. Then the following hold: 
(1) IfH,<E,andk#lorn,then[A,,9’]=1whezeverIk-lj=l 
OY 0. 
(2) Suppose Hl < E. Then [A, , 9’1 = 1, if 1 >, 3. Moreover if q 2 8, 
then [A,, spl = 1. 
(3) Suppose H, < E. Then [A, , .Y] = 1, if 1 < n - 2. Moreover ;f 
q >, 8, then [AnpI , Y] = 1. 
Proof. (l)Letr=ol,-,,ol,orol,+,,ands=ol,+cr,+~~~+ol,.Now 
Z(U) = X, is centralized by Hk and [X, , Hk] = X,. . Since X,.X, and Hk 
admits 9, X, = [X,X, , HJ admits 9. Thus [X, ,9] < X,. n X, = 1. 
Clearly U, = U’ is centralized by 9. The proof of (1) now easily follows. 
(2) GWJ = Cal > ai?> c. Hence [A,, 9’1 = 1 for k > 3. 
Suppose q 3 8. Let x&01)~ = x,,,(a) xr,Je(a)). Clearly 0 is an additive 
homomorphism of GF(q). Let X E GF(q)# and h = h,+ . Since [h, 9’1 = 1, 
0(X-%) = he(a). This yields (X-l + p-1 + (X + /3-l) e(l) = 0 for all distinct 
X and ,!I E GF(q)#. This forces e(l) = 0. Now e(a) = 0 for all cl E GF(q) as 
required. 
(3) Reverse the labeling of the Dynkin diagram. Then (2) completes the 
proof. 
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3. CORES 
1. Groups of Type A,(q) 
It is convenient at this point to introduce various hypothesis. A group G 
satisfies hypothesis (1) if: 
(1) G is of type A,(q), n > 3, and q = 2’ > 4; 
(2) suppose K and G have the same type and / K 1 < j G j. Then 
02’(K/02,(K)) s 02’(P), h w ere P is some parabolic subgroup of A,(q). 
A group G satisfies hypothesis (2) if: 
(1) G satisfies hypothesis (1); 
(2) 02’(G) = G; 
(3) O,,(G) = 1. 
A group G satisfies hypothesis (3) if: 
(1) G satisfies hypothesis (2); 
(2) G is not a uniqueness group. 
A group G satisfies hypothesis (4) if: 
(1) G satisfies hypothesis (2) ; 
(2) G is a uniqueness group. 
Conventions 
Let G be a group of type A,(q). Fix 8 E Syl,(G). Let A : U-P 6 be some 
isomorphism. 
In this section M(G) is the set of subgroups of odd order normalized by 0. 
Also recall Uj = Um, for all CY~ E rr. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose G satisjies hypothesis (3), and K E U,(6). Then the 
following hold: 
(1) if K is solvable, then K = O,,,,(K); 
(2) if K is nonsolvable, then oj = O,(K) for some 1 < j < n. Moreover, 
A-, Q K for all s # j. 
Proof. (1) This is evident by hypothesis (3) and Theorem 2.3.3. 
(2) Let X = XO,,(K)/O,f(K) for X < K. Now h induces an isomorphism 
x : lJ--+ 0. By hypothesis (3) and Theorem 2.3.3 there is an isomorphism 
Y : K -+ Kj some 1 < j < 71. By Theorem 2.2.3 we may assume Y * is a 
central automorphism of 77. Now Theorem 2.3.5 yields @ = O,(K), K/O,(K) g 
L,(q), and A, 4 K for s # j. In particular t)i E Syl,(O,,,,(K)). 
By the Frattini argument K = O,,,,(K) NK(@ = (NK(@), O,,(K)@. The 
uniqueness of K now forces l? = O,(K), whence Sol(K) = l?j x O,,(K). Since 
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A, 4 a for s # j the structure of Sol(K) forces A, d K for s # j, The proof is 
complete. 
We immediately obtain by Theorem 1 .I .I. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose G satisjes hypothesis (3). Choose 1 < j < k < n. 
Then G = (X, NG(aj), NG(&) \ X E kI( 0)). 
DEFINITIONS. gk(G) denotes the set of elementary abelian 2-subgroups of G 
of rank k. Also m(A) is the rank of an abelian 2-group A. 
THEOREM B.1.3. Suppose G is a group, P E Syl(G), and A E SCN,(P). 
Further suppose: 
(1) A is elementary abelian. 
(2) If m(A) = k and E E &&A), then A E Syl,(C,(E)). 
(3) If P < W < G and W is solvable, then W has 2-length 1. 
(4) If g E N,(P) has odd order, C,(g) = C Q P, and 1 P/C j < 4, then 
c = P. 
Then A normalizes a unique maximal subgroup of odd order, which we denote by 
WJ). 
The proof of Theorem B occupies the rest of this chapter. We provide the 
applications first. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let G satisfy hypothesis (3). Then&l(o) = {I}. 
Proof. a, E SCN,( 0) for 1 < i < n and ai is elementary abelian 
(Lemma 2.2.1). 
Suppose fi < W < G and W is solvable. If W < G, hypothesis (1) implies 
W has 2-length 1. If W = G, hypothesis (2) implies F(G) = O,(G); hence for 
all K E U,(o), K = 0. Th’ is is contrary to hypothesis (3). Hence W has 
2-length 1. 
Let g E No(o) have odd order. Let C = C,(g). Suppose C Q 0 and 
) l?/C 1 < 4. Then Proposition 2.2.22 yields C = 0. 
Choose any ai subject to, i # 1 or n if q = 4. Let B be a subgroup of a, of 
index 4. Extend Ai to T E Syl,(C,(B)). Let To = IV&&). Choose anyg E No(& 
such that T,,g < 0. Now by Theorem 2.2.6 $ = Co(Bg) < T,f forcing 
T = A^i . 
Now Theorem B yields that a, normalizes a unique maximal subgroup of odd 
order Bi = e(A,) provided, q > 8, or q = 4 and i # 1 or n. For appropriate i 
and j, Bi admits N,(A,) >, A,, and Bj admits No(Aj) > Ai , whence Oi = 0, . 
Suppose n 3 4. Let j = 2 and k = 3. Theorem 1.2 provides the result in 
this case. 
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Suppose n = 3 and q > 8. Let j = 1 and k = 2. Theorem 1.2 provides the 
result in this case also. 
For the remainder of the proof we assume n = 3 and Q = 4. Since 
a, E XXV(~) we may assume without loss that A, + G. Let B = 0, , and 
2 = Z(0). 
Suppose ZnZ(G) = 1. L t e a E Z(U) _C A,(4). Since Z( U)71i n Z(U) = 1 
for i = 1 or 3, and [Z(U), n,] = 1, 1 emma 2.3.2 yields o”‘(C,+~(or)) = 
Os’((B, n,)), whence A,& 4 CAQcI)(~). Now applying the above and Theorem 
2.2.3 yield O,,(C&))d& Q C,(p) f or all /3 E Z#. Since k& E SCrV( D), C,(p) is 
2-constrained for all /I E Z#. Also 6’ admits N,(A,) > aiA^, , whence 0 = 
(O,,(C,(z)) ( z E Z#) admits No(Z). Let lli = No(O). Now (AT,(Z), No(&), 
X 1 X~kl(@) < N. Let K E U,(o). Clearly, if K is solvable then K = 
O,>,,(K) < N. If K is nonsolvable Lemma 1.1 shows K < N,(/&) < iV, or 
K < NG(Ai) n N,(& < No(Z) < N. Now N = G by Theorem 1 .I. 1. Thus 
8 < O,,(G) = 1 as required. 
Without loss we may assume Z n Z(G) # 1. Suppose some involution in Z 
is fused to one in li - Z. Then Theorems 2.2.8 and 2.2.14 imply that some 
a! E Z# and some ,f! E a, - Z are fused in N,(&). By hypothesis (I), 
02wA~2))Z 4 wdA2) since N&As) < G and Z n Z(G) j; 1. This is 
impossible, and 2 < Z*(G) by the Z*-Theorem. Thus Z = Z(G). 
Let G = G/Z. Lemma 2.2.7 and Theorem B yield, ms normalizes a unique 
maximal subgroup of odd order. Thus Ai& normalizes a unique maximal 
subgroup of odd order 8’. However, 0 < 0’ < 8. Thus 0 = 0’. The result is 
now completed as in the case Z n Z(G) = 1. This completes the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (1). Then one of the following 
hold: 
(1) 02’(G/02,(G)) cz 02’(P) f or some parabolic subgroup P of A,(q); 
(2) G satisfies hypothesis (3) and 0 normalizes m nontrivial subgroup of odd 
order; 
(3) G satisfies hypothesis (4). 
Proof. If 02’(G) < G or O,,(G) # 1, then (1) holds. We may assume G 
satisfies hypothesis (2) but not hypothesis (4). Then (2) follows by Theorem 1.5. 
The proof is complete. 
2. A Signal&r Theorem 
DEFINITIONS. Suppose P is a 2-subgroup of a group G; H(P) is the set of 
P-invariant 2’-subgroup of G. The statement 0 is a k-A-signalizer functor on G 
means: 
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(1) A E b,(G) and n 3 k + 2 > 3; 
(2) for each BE b,(A), there is defined an A-invariant 2’-subgroup 
‘4GP)) G G(B); 
(3) for each E and FE: b,(A), B(C,(E)) n C,(F) c 0(&(F)). 
Condition (3) is referred to as the “balance condition.” 
The associated set of k-A-signalixers is the set of all A-invariant 2’-subgroups X 
of G such that C,(B) < @(C,(B)) for B E b,(A), and is denoted &(A). 
0 is compZete if G contains a unique maximal element of&(A) under inclusion. 
This element is denoted B(G). 
THEOREM 2.1, Suppose B is a k-A-signalizer functor. Then 6’ is complete, 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1 G (. If G = 1 the result is vacuously 
true. Assume G # 1 and the result is true for groups of order less than G. We 
observe three cases. 
Case 1. k = 1. The proof of this case is given in [9]. 
Case2. k>2 and AnZ(G)#l. Let V<AnZ(G) where jVj -2. 
Let X = XV/V for X < G. Define B(C,-(B)) = O(C,(B)) for V < B E b,(A). 
Clearly d is a (k - I)-A-signalizer functor on G. Since 1 G [ < 1 G 1, 0 is 
complete by assumption. Now MB(A) = (X j X E II&(A)} and V < Z(G) whence 
e is complete. 
Case 3. k > 2 and A n Z(G) = 1. Let A < M < G. Define B,(C,(B)) = 
B(C,(B)) n M for B E 6,(A). Then if B and C E b,(A) 
h&k(B)) n c,(c) = M n W,(B)) n G(C) < M n w,(c)) = edcdc)). 
Hence if A < M < G, 0, is complete, and e,(M) EH,(A). Moreover, if 
XE%&(A) and X < M, then 
X = ((X n C,(B)) n M I B E &dA)) < &&dB))l B E ~,44) 
Hence e,(M) = (X E&(A) j X < M). 
For each /3 E A# define O,(C&)) = eCG(B)(CG(/3)). Since A n Z(G) = 1, Or 
is well defined, and O,(C,(fl) E&,(A). Thus for ol and p E A#, e,(C,(a)) n 
C&3) E&(A), whence O,(C&>) n C,(P) d &(C,(B)). Thus f& is a l-A- 
signalizer functor on G. By Case 1, 0, is complete. 
Let X EM,(A). Then X = (X n C,(a) 1 O( E A#) < (O,(C,(a)) I W. E A#) = 
B,(G) E l&(A), whence H,(A) Cl&,(A). Conversely, let B E b,(A), and /3 E B#. 
Then e,(G) n C,(B) < P,(G) n C&W n CO(B) = W&N n G(B) G 
0(&(B)). Thus &JA) = M,(A). Hence 0 is complete and O,(G) = O(G). The 
proof is complete by induction on 1 G /. 
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3. Subgroups of GL(n, 2) 
Let Ah(n) be the alternating group on n letters. Alt(8) G A,(2) z L,(2) 
[ll, p. 4931. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a subgroup of Alt(8). Suppose G has odd order and 
G = 03’(G). Then G is elementary abelian of order 3 or 9, or G is nonabelian of 
order 21. 
Proof. The normalizer in Alt(8) of an &-subgroup is nonabelian of order 21. 
Thus the result holds if G is a 7-local. Let T be an S,-subgroup of Alt(8). 
03’(NAltt8)(T)) has order 3. Hence G is a Y-group ([II]; Theorem 7.4.5). We 
may assume G is not a 7-local; clearly G is then a {5,7}‘-group. Since an S,-sub- 
group of Alt(8) is elementary abelian of order 9, we are done. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a subgroup of GL(n, 2) acting on the vector space 
V = Vm(GF(2)). Suppose G has the additional properties: 
(1) if x is an involution of G, then ( V : C,(x)] 3 8; 
(2) G = (x 1 / V: C,(x)1 < 4). 
Then G = GI x G, x .*. x Gk,andV=V,OV,O...OV,+,.[Gi, V,]=O 
tf i # j. [Vi , GJ = Vi . Moreover, G, is cyclic of order 3 and Dimension (Vi = 3 
or Gi is nonabelian of order 2 1 and Dimension (VJ = 3. 
Proof. By(1)and(2)G=(eje3 = 1; / V:C,(e)l =4)orG= l.Assume 
G # 1, and write 
G = (el , e2 ,..., ek 1 ej3 = 1; I V : Cv(ej)l = 4) 
for k as small as possible. Assume the result false and choose G a counterexample 
such that k is minimal. Among such choices choose one where d(V) = Dimension 
(V) is minimal. 
Let K = [V, G] and C = C,(G). G centralizes the normal series (V/[V, G, G], 
K/K G> Gl, [K G, cl/K G, GI) w ence h all 2’-elements of G centralize 
V/[V, G, Gj. But G = 03(G) whence [K, G] = K. 
Suppose V = V, 0 V, and Vi admit G. Then [V, , ej] = 0 or [V, , eJ = 0. 
Let GI = <ei 1 [V, , ejJ = 0), and G, = (ej 1 [VI , ej] = 0). Then [GI , V.J = 
[G,, V,] = 0. The pairs (Gi, Vi) inherit properties (1) and (2) and G = GI x G,. 
Hence V, = 0 or V, = 0. Thus V is indecomposable. Let C = C,(G), E 
a complement for K + C in V, and F a complement K n C in C. Now F and 
K + E both admit G and V = (K + E) OF. Since V is indecomposable, 
F = 0 and C < K. For the remainder of the proof let Vi = [V, ei] and 
Vi = C,(ei). Since V = Vi @ Vi, V is indecomposable, and d(V) > 2, it 
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follows that given ei there is an e, such that [et , q] # 1. By relabeling we may 
assume [et , e,] + 1. 
Suppose k > 4. By hypothesis on k, (e, , e2, e,) = (el , e,) x (eJ for 
j > 2, [V, (er , es)] has dimension 3, and (er , es) is nonabelian of order 21. Now 
If = I% <e, e&l 0 C,((e, , ai e ’ ) and both factors admit G. Thus d(V) = 3. 
This is impossible by Lemma 3.1. Thus k < 3. 
Suppose k = 3. Now [e, , ea] # 1 or [e, , e.J # 1. By relabeling we may 
assume [e, , e,] # 1 and [er , ea] # I. By assumption on k, d(V, + V.J = 3, 
d( I’, n I’s) = 1, and d( I’s) = 2. Hence d(K) = d((l/, + V.J + I’,) = 
d( V, + C) + d( V,> - d(( VI + VJ n V,) = 5 - d((V, + V,) n V,) < 
5 - d(V, n V,) = 4. d(C) < d(C,((e, , ez))) < 1. Also d(C) = d(C,((e, , e,)) n 
C,(es)) 3 d(V) - 5. Hence d(Y) < 6. If d( I’) < 5 then G has odd order and 
V = K @ C,(G) =- K. This is not possible by Lemma 3.1. Hence d(V) =6, 
d(K) = 4, and d(C) = I. G cannot have a subgroup of type (3, 3) since C # 0. 
Hence[ei,ej]~lforii:j,and~~~n~VjfOforifj.If~~n~V,nV,=:0, 
then Vs = Vt n Vs + V, n Vs < V, + V, . This is contrary to d(K) = 4. 
Thus I’, n V, n I’, f 0. The hypotheses apply to e, , ea , and eir, whence 
V, n V, n V$ f 0. This forces 
This is impossible since (e,) is transitive on Vr - 0. Hence k < 2 and so k = 2. 
Now d(K) f d(Vl) + d(V.J = 4, d(C) < d(C,(e,)) < 2, and d(C) = 
d(C,(e,) n C”(e,)) > d( I’) - 4. Hence d(V) < 6. As before d(V) < 5 since G 
would then have odd order. Thus d(V) = 6, d(K) = 4, and d(C) = 2. Now G 
acts on K/C as a subgroup of L,(2) z Sym(3). This yields G/O,(G) has order 3 
since G = 03(G). Now [K, O,(G)]C < K and [K, O,(G)]C admits G. Hence 
K O,(G)] < C since G = 03(G). If x E O,(G), then [x2, K] = 0 whence 
O,(G) is elementary abelian by (1). By Sylow’s theorem (ea) = (el)t for some 
involution t E O,(G). Thus G = (e, , t). Since d(V) = 6, C,(t) = [V, t] < K 
by (l), whence [K, t] has dimension 1 and lies in C. Let E = VI @ [K, t]. 
E has dimension 3 and admits e, , t and hence G. But then [K, Gj < E contrary 
to [K, G] = G. This is impossible and so the theorem holds. 
4. Theorem B 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem B apply to G, P and A. Let 
N = N,(A). Suppose m(A) = k. Then C,(E) = A x O,,(C,(E)) for all 
E E b,-,(A). 
Proof. Assume the result false by way of contradiction. Let G be a minimal 
counterexample. Then A 4 G and O,(G) = 1. We must have an E E &Fke2(A) 
satisfying C,(E) = A V, where 1 V j == 3. 
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Let W = (C,(E) j E E gk,_,(A)). Now W > A. Theorem 3.2 yields W/A has 
odd order. Again by Theorem 3.2: W = AK, iz n K = 1, 
K=K,xK,x...xK,, 
Ki has order 3 and ) A : C,(K,)/ = 4 or Ki is nonabelian of order 21 and 
1 A : C,(K,)i = 8. 
The theorem must be false in WP. Hence G = WP. By hypothesis (3) of 
Theorem B, P Q G. By the Frattini argument we may assume P = AC,(K). 
Let I’ < K, j I/ j = 3, and 1 A : C,(V)1 = 4. Let C = C,( I’). 
Now 1 P : C j = 4. If C +I P, then V centralizes NP(C); this clearly cannot 
happen. Hence C 4 P. Hypothesis (4) of Theorem B provides the desired 
contradiction. The theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem B, apply to G, P and A. Let 
m(A) = k. Then C,(E) = O,,(C,(E))A for all E E 6,-,(A). 
Proof. Let E E b,-,(A). Let C = C,(E). By condition (2) of Theorem B, 
A E Syl,(C). Theorem 4.1 yields N,(A) = AX O,,(C&A)). Thus C has a normal 
2-complement ([l 11; Theorem 7.4.3). This is the required result. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let m(A) = k. Define B(Co(B)) = O,,(Co(B)) for all 
B E b,-,(A). Theorem 4.2 shows 0 is a (k - 2) - A-signalizer functor on G. 
Theorem 2.1 completes the proof. 
4. THE NONUNIQUENESS CASES 
1. Minimal Parabolic Subgroups 
Let G = A,,(q), and U be the unipotent subgroup of G. For each 
K E lJ,( U) - {U} the subgroup K . (Nc( U) n L ] L E Uo( U)> is a minimal 
parabolic subgroup of G. In this section we investigate groups obtained in a 
similar fashion. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose G and H are groups with the properties: 
(1) G = (G, G ,..., GA; 
(2) 1?1 q G and B 4 H; 
(3) A < Gi for all 1 < i < k; 
(4) A and B have complements in G and H respectively; 
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(5) There are injectioris %:I: Gi --f H such that x(A) = B, 
Z IA = % IA for all 1 < i, j < k. 
(6) C,(A) = Z(A) and C,(B) = Z(B). 
Then G is isomorphic to (Yl(G,), &(G,),..., sP,(G,)i by an isomorphism 9 such 
that 9 IA = ,V; IA . 
Proof. Let 9’ be the common restriction of the Yi to A, and express 
G = AG, , where A n G, = 1. Since G and H are subgroups of the holomorphs 
of A and B, respectively, there exists a monomorphism .J? of G--j Ho1 B, 
whereby p(a) = 9’(a) for a E A and 9(a)d(g) -= .Y’(a”) for g E G, . Since 
Yi(ag) = p(ag) for all i, it follows from (6) that Yd(Gi) = p(G,) < H. Thus 
(Yi(Gi): 1 < i < k) ‘v p(G) < H. 
Theorems 2.2.3 and 3.1.4 yield 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3), and K E U,( 8). Then there is 
an injection Y : K -+ A,,(q) such that Y A is a central automorphism of 77. 
DEFINITION. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3). Define 
PI = (NG( 6) n K ( K E U,( 0)). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G satisfy hypothesis (3). Then B, is isomorphic to a subgroup 
B, of B. 
Proof. Let W = UfiO(9). We consider B = UH embedded in W. By 
Corollary 2.2.4 there is an injection y: B, + W. By redefining A if necessary we 
mayassumeyA = lU. 
Let N = No(o). For each K E U,(o) define an injection sPK: K + A,(q) 
such that 9, A is a central automorphism of U. Let h = y;C JNnK . Let 
i;zi = W/Z(U), gI = &/Z(o), &: K n N -+ w be induced by I,!J~ , and 
X: UT, 0 be induced by A. Now $K X = lD = 7 h. Let 
B, = (AdK n W I K E We)>. 
si,ce I,&(K n N) < NAllc,,( U) = B it follows that B, < B. Replacing G by 
8, , H by w, A by 8, and B by D in Theorem 1 .l yields zI z & by an isomor- 
phism 5 such that t 13 = gK 15 = 7 10. Thus ~(fr,) = & by an isomorphism 
01 whose restriction to 0 is the identity. By Lemma 2.4.1 ~(4,) = B, as required. 
Convention 
Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3). Let 0 be a fixed &-subgroup of G. Let 
PI =: (N,(U) n K j K E U,(o)). F’ IX a subgroup B, of B isomorphic to 8, . 
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Fix an isomorphism N : B, -+ fi, . In view of Theorem 1.3 this convention 
makes sense. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose G satisjies hypothesis (3). Let K E UC(o). Then there is 
an injection 9&: K---f A,(q) such that: 
(1) 9$Kn&4’<B,; 
(2) sP,(w 1”) is a quasicentral automorphism of V. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 we may choose an injection 9”‘: K--f A,(q) such 
that 9,‘(- IV) is a central automorphism of U. Let V = Y”,‘(K n NG(o)), 
and E be the inverse image of K n NG(o) in Bl by the isomorphism -. By 
Lemma 2.4.1 V = E. Lemma 2.4.2 provides an automorphism 6’ of A,(q) such 
that O&‘(N IV) is quasi-central. Let PK = OYK’. This choice of Y;: clearly 
works. 
DEFINITION. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3). Define 
LEMMA 1 S. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3) and L E V(G). Then there is an 
injection 9,: L ---f A,(q). 
Proof. Let L = (K, B,) where K E U,(o). Let YK: K -+ A,(q) have the 
properties listed in Lemma 1.4. By Theorem 2.3.3 Y,(K) = Kj for some 
1 < j < n. Thus 9$(- IUHJ is a quasicentral automorphism of lJHj . 
Lets=lifj=n,s=j-lifj#norl,ands=nifj=l.ByTheorem2.4.3 
G(- la,) = L4*. By Theorem 2.3.5 A, a (K, &). Let 0 = (-)-I. Clearly, 
et- la,> = Lg * Thus 0 IA, = % Izq and 19(& = Ai . By Lemma 2.2.1(5) 
and Gaschiitz, 2, and A, have complements in L and NA.(&A,), respectively. 
Thus L G ( YK(K), B,) = (Kj , B,) by Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose G satisJies hypothesis (3). Let L E V(G). Then there is an 
injection YL: L + A,(q) such that YL N is a quasi-central automorphism of B, . 
Proof. Lemma 1.5 provides an injection 9”‘: L + A,(q). By Theorem 2.2.3 
we may assume P,‘(- IV) is a central automorphism of U. Lemma 2.4.2 yields 
an automorphism 0 of A,(q) such that Ou7,’ - is a quasi-central automorphism 
of B, . Let Y;. = Ou7,‘. This choice of $L clearly works. 
LEMMA 1.7. (A) Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3). Let L E V(G). Suppose 
Y;. and 5$’ are injections of L into A,(q) such that YL N, and YLr N are quasi- 
central automorphisms of B, . Then ,YL(L) = $‘(L) = K,B, for some 1 < j < n. 
Moreover, A, (IL if s # j. 
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(B) Suppose Li E V(G), i = 1 or 2, and Yi: Li --t A,,(q) are injections such 
that x - are quasi-central automorphisms of B, . Then L, = L, if Yl(L,) = 92(L2). 
Proof. (A) Let L = (& , K) where K E U,(n). By Theorem 2.3.3 
Y”(K) = Kj for some 1 <j < n. Clearly Y,(&) = B, . By Theorem 2.3.5 
YL(L) = KjB, , O,(L) = @, and a,9 4 L if s f j. It remains to show 
Y/(L) = Y’(L). N ow O@“‘(K)) = YL’(O,(K)) = 9’E(0,(K)) = U. Thus 
YL’(K) = Kj by Theorem 2.3.3. Now Y”‘(L) = KiBl = YL(L) as required. 
(B) Suppose Fl(L,) = 9?2(L2). By (A) Yl(Ll) = Y2(Lp) = KiBl , and 
~,~(L,,L,)forallt#j.Lets=1ifj=n,s=j-lifj#1orn,and 
s = n if j = 1. By Theorem 2.4.3 gipi(w Ia,) = lAg . Hence Y1 Ix, = 9a lx, . 
Thus by Gaschiitz and Theorem 1.1 (L, , L,) s (.Y”(LI), Y2(L,)) = g(L,) ~7 
9?(LJ. This forces L, = L, as required. 
Conventions and Dejinitions 
Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3). For each L E V(G) fix an injection 
9”: L ---f A,(q) such that 9”~ is a quasi-central automorphism of B, . Denote 
L = Lj , and PL = Yj if Y’(L) = KjBl . By Lemma 1.7 these definitions make 
sense. Define J(G) = {j / Lj E V(G)). 
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3). Then the following hold: 
(1) I J(G)1 >,2; 
(2) a, QLj ifk #j; 
(3) A, Q Gifk#l(G); 
(4) B, = <U, Hj I j E I(G)). 
Proof. G is not a uniqueness group so (1) must hold. (2) was shown in 
Lemma 1.7. (3) is immediate from (2) and Theorem 1.1.1. Let K E U,(o). By 
Theorems 2.3.3, 2.3.5, and Lemma 1.7, K = 0 or K = Oa’(L,) for some i. 
In the proof of Theorem I .3 let FK = Yi IK when K = Os’(L,). The proof of 
Theorem 1.3 now shows B, = (UH, [ j E J(G)) as required. 
DEFINITIONS. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3) and is of type A,(q). 
Define I(G) = (1,2,..., n}. Let J1 = (s E J(G) / s # 1 or n}. Let 
Jz ={sEI(G)I Is-j\ < 1 forsomejEJ,}. 
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1s = I(G) if 1 and n E J(G), and q > 8 or n > 4, 
= iL3) if {I, 3) C J(G) and (n, q) = (3,4), 
= (2, 3,..., n} if 1 E J(G), n $ J(G) and q 3 8; 
= {I, 2,..., n - I> if 1 $ J(G), n E J(G) and q > 8, 
= (3, 4,..., n} if 1 E J(G), n 4 J(G) and q = 4, 
= {I, 2,..., (n - 2)) if 16 J(G), n E J(G) and q = 4, 
= empty if 1 $ J(G) and n $ j(G). 
Finally let J*(G) = Jz u Jz. 
Theorem 2.4.3 provides 
LEMMA 1.9. Let G satisfy hypothesis (3). Then. Yk(w JAj) = lAj for all 
h E J(G) andjg J*(G). 
Finally we show 
LEMMA 1.10. Let G satisfy hypothesis (3). If J*(G) - J(G) is empty, then 
J(G) = I(G) or (n, q) = (3,4) and J(G) = (1, 3). 
Proof. Case 1. JI is not empty, J(G) # I(G). Choosej E Jr and k EI(G) - J(G) 
such that 1 k - j 1 is minimal. Clearly 1 k - j j = I. Thus k E Jz - J(G) < 
J*(G) - J(G). 
Case 2. J1 is not empty and J*(G) - J(G) is empty. The argument in Case 1 
shows J(G) = I(G). 
Case 3. J1 is empty. By Theorem 1.8(l) J(G) = (1, n]. Hence J*(G) = I(G) 
if (n, q) # (3,4). This completes the lemma. 
2. The Nonsimple Cases 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose G satisjies hypothesis (3). Then one of the following 
hold: 
(1) J(G) = W); 
(2) (n, q) = (3,4) and J(G) = U,3); 
(3) G s 02’(P,(o)). 
Proof. Without loss we may assume (1) and (2) are false. By Lemma 1 .I0 
we may choose an s E J*(G) - J(G). By Lemma 1.9 
9j Ix, = z l/r* and Xsq.(& = As for all i and j E J(G). 
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Let M = N A-(&A,). By Lemma 2.2.1(5) and Gaschiitz, A”, and A, have 
complements in L and M, respectively. By Theorem 1 .l and Lemma 1.7 
Gr@,,~,Ij~l(G)) 
=z (Ki I i E l(G)) by Theorem 1 J(4) 
= @‘(Pm) by Lemma 2.3.2. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3), (n, q) = (3,4), and 
J(G) = (1, 3). Let C, = Oz’(C,(I?,)) and C, = Oa’(C,(if,)). Then thefollowing 
hold: 
(1) Aa u G; 
(2) C, g C, gz L,(4) and [C, , C,] = 1; 
(3) G = A,&‘, x CJ; 
(4) L, = (3, , C,> andL, = (PI, C,). 
Proof. a2 4 G by Theorem 1.8. Sol(G) n 0 < 0 n Sol(L,) n Sol(L,) = A2 . 
Thus Aa is a &-subgroup of Sol(G). o/A2 is an elementary abelian $-subgroup 
of G/A2 of order q2 = 16. Moreover 02’(G) = G. Hence by Walter G/Sol(G) s 
L,(16) or X, x X2 , where Xi r PSL,(r,), yi s 3 or 5 mod@). 
By Theorem 2.3.5 U,(o) = {c”T, 02’(L,), 02’(L3)}. Thus if 0 < K < G and 
02’(K) = K, then K = 0, O?‘(L,), 02’(L3) or G. Let G = G/Sol(G). o?‘(L,) z 
02’(LJ z L,(4) x V where Y is a fours group. Thus if 0 < x < G and 
02’(K) = R then R = 2 G, or Rr L,(4) x I/ where I/ is a fours group. 
Since L,( 16) is a uniqueness group and G is not a uniqueness group G s X, x X2 
where Xi s PSL2(ri), ri :: 3 or 5 mod(8). U2’(Xig) # 0 or G whence 
Xi??= L,(4) x V where V is a fours group. Thus G g L,(4) x L,(4). Since 
Oa’(Sol(G)o) is solvable and contains 0, 02’(Sol(G)o) = 8. Thus Sol(G)/d2 < 
.W/~2) n O,Wh). S ince 02’(G) = G [12] yields G/d, g L,(4) x L,(4). 
By Lemma 2.2.1 and Gaschiitz, A2 has a complement C z L,(4) x L,(4) in 
G. / N&C n O)/(C n @I = / N,(U)/0 1 = / fil x & \ = 9. Hence Nc(U n C) 
contains a hall 2’-subgroup of the solvable group NG(U). Moreover, I?, x I?a is 
a hall 2’-subgroup of NG(o). Thus replacing C by a 0 conjugate if necessary we 
may assume PI x l?a < C ([II]; Theorem 6.2.1). Write C = C, x C, where 
C, s C, g L,(4) and (Ci , PI) = Li f ori=10r3.ThenI?<<02(Kin C)=C$. 
Since / A2 / and 1 I?a ( are relatively prime Co(&) = C,(&JC~Z(~~). But 
CA2(Ha) = 1, whence C’,i(&) = 1 and Co(&) = C,(fls) = Ha x C, . Thus 
02’(CG(R,)) = c, . s imilarly, 02’(C,(lri,)) = C, . This completes the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose G satisjies hypothesis (3), (n, q) = (3,4), and 
J(G) = (1, 3). Then G z 02’(PJ(,)). 
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Proof. Yl - = t is a quasi-central automorphism of B, . Substituting 
-c-l for - we may assume q - = Igl and Ya - is a quasi-central auto- 
morphism of B, . Define Yd(mi) = ni for i = 1 or 3. Thus mr inverts E^i, and 
centralizes ii, , and ma centralizes RI and inverts I?a . Since rzr2 = na2 = 1 we 
must have 
ml 2Em 32 =z 1. (1) 
Now [m, , mJ < [oS’(C,(if,)), Oz’(CG(ijl))] = I by Theorem 2.2. Thus 
[ml 3 m3] = 1. (2) 
Writey,.,(ti) = &,(a) for all xJ~) E U. Since q - = 1,. and Y;(m,) = n, we 
have the following relations: 
1 
Y1,4c4m1 = Y2.4(4 
Y2,a(4m’ = YlA(4 
Y1,3bP = Y2,2(4? 
Y2,3(“P = Y1,3(4. 
Since ~??a - is a quasi-central automorphism of B, and 9Z3(m3) 
Yl.4bP = Y13(4? 
Y1,3(“P = Yl,4(4. 
Equations (I), (2), (4), (5), and (7) yield 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
n, we obtain: 
(7) 
(8) 
Y2,dP = Y2,4(“r1m3m’ = Y&Pm’ = Y1.3cP = Y2,2(4 
Equations (1) and (9) now yield 
(9) 
Y2.3(4m” = Y2AW (10) 
By (l)-( 10) and the fact that A, and A2 are abelian, we can define an isomorphism 
$: a2<m19 m,) ---f A,(n, , n,) by the rules: #~(y~,Jcll)) = x~,~(cx) and #(m,) = n, 
for s = 1 or 3. Let 0 be the inverse of -. Clearly 0 la, = 4 (2 , and 0(&) = A, . 
Now A2 and A, have complements in G and N+,(A,), res;ectively. Hence by 
Theorem 1.1 
G = <$((A2, ml , m,>), @d> = (4, nl , n3, Bd = 02’(PJd 
as required. 
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DEFINITION. A group G satisfies hypothesis (3A) provided: 
(1) G satisfies hypothesis (3); 
(4 J(G) = Z(G). 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 yields 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3). Then one of the following 
hold: 
(1) G s @‘(I)Jd; 
(2) G satisfies hypothesis (3A). 
3. The Simple Cases 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = (B, n,). Suppose.9 E Aut(G) and [9’, B] = 1. Then 
9 = 1. 
Proof. [Sol(G), P’] = 1. Thus [Sol(G), G, Yj = [Y, Sol(G), G] = 1. The 
three-subgroup lemma yields [G, P’] < C,(Sol(G)). Also 
since [ZZ, Yj < [B, Y] = 1. Thus [ni , Y] < H n C,(Sol(G)) = 1 whence 
[G, YJ = [(B, nJ, Y] = 1 as required. 
Theorem 1.8 and Lemmas 1.9 and 3.1 provide 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose G satisj?es hypothesis (3A). Then the following hold: 
(1) B, = B; 
(2) The injections 9’i satisfy z - = lB . 
Moreover, the Yi are uniquely determined. 
DEFINITIONS. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3A). Write Z = Z(G). Define 
elements mi of G by 5$(rni) = ni . Define M = (8, mi 1 i E Z). 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3A). Let J be a nonempty 
proper subset of I. Then there is an isomorphism .!$: (Li 1 i E J) + PJ such that 
9; N = 1s . Moreover, Y; is uniquely determined and Sp, ILi = Yi for ~11 i E J. 
Proof. Fix s E Z - J and let i, j E J. By Theorem 3.2(2) Yi 1~~ = Yj lx,. 
Theorem 1.1 yields (Lj ( j E J) s (Yj(Lj) /Jo J) = Pi . By Lemma 2.4.2 we 
may choose an isomorphism <YJ: (Lj ) j E J) + PJ such that Y’ N is a quasi- 
central automorphism of B. Theorem 2.4.3 yields Y; N = 1, . By Lemma 1.7 
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and Theorem 3.2(2) 9, JLi = x for all in J. Thus YJ is uniquely determined 
and Sg JLi = z for all i E J as required. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (3A). Then the mapping 
p: hT$ --f h(x) and p: mi + ni extends to an isomorphism of M onto N. 
Proof. Let Ml = (mi / i E I) and Ni = (n, j i E I). We first show p extends 
to an isomorphism of Ml onto N, g Sym(n + 1). By (Propositions 6.4.2 and 
6.4.3; [5]) and the relations on the w, , the relations [ni , nj] = ni2 := (nini+1)3 = 1 
follow easily. These relations form a presentation of Sym(n + I) [14, p. 1371 
whence Nr g Sym(n + I). Choose any i & j E I. Let J = {i,j}. The injection 
9, shows [mi , mi] = mi2 = (mitnd+l)3 = I if / i - j / -f 1. Clearly Ml does not 
have order I or 2 hence Ml g Sym(n + 1) G Ni and p extends to an isomor- 
phism of Ml onto Nr . 
ThusM=~Mi,flnMr=l,N=HN,,andNnN,=I.C,(@= 
iic,J@ and CMl(@ 4 Ml, whence CMl(Z?) has order 1 or 2 or C,W1(@ g 
Sym(n + 1). The injection 9” for J = (2, 3,..., n} now shows ChfI(H) = 1. 
Thus C,,,(A) = A. Similarly C,(H) = H. Apply Theorem 1.1 to M and N, 
with M, N, i?, H, (fi, mi) and Yi j<ll,mt) replacing G, H, A, B, Gi , and -$ , 
respectively. This yields 
Mgg (,%((I?, mi)) 1 i = 1, 2 ,..., n) = (H, ni 1 i = 1, 2 ,..., n) = N 
by an isomorphism $ such that #(m lH) = lH . Now m, centralizes fii and 
inverts ni. Hence #(mi) E niH. Define p(m) = #(m)H n Ni for m E Ml and 
p(e) = 4(e) for e E A. Clearly p(em) = p(e) p(m) for e E R and m EM, is an 
isomorphism of M onto N with the required properties. 
DEFINITION. Let p:M --j N be the isomorphism given in Theorem 3.4. 
Define p-‘(n,) = m, for r ~4. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose G satisjes hypothesis (3A). Then the following hold: 
(1) C,(XF) = J?? for all r c++; 
(2) let m E M and p(m) map to w E W under the natural homomorphism. Let 
r E ++ and (s} = (w(r), -w(r)} n (b+. Then 
(I?‘yL~ and mrnl c m,R; 
(3) Suppose 2, ,< i? and t E 17. Then k,nlt ,< 0 or r = t. 
Proof. (1) is given by Theorem 2.3.4(6). Clearly H” = H-u and n, = npzc 
for all u ~4 whence (2) follows from Theorem 2.3.4(4). If ;k’, < fit then 
xyt < 0 by Theorem 2.3.5. Otherwise r = t as required. 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let r E 47 and m E M. Then zTrn < 0 or x:r”’ ,< 0. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on Z(m) == Z(p(m)). If I(m) = 0 the result is 
trivially so. If Z(m) = 1 we may assume m = m, for some s E r. The result 
follows in this case by Lemma 3.5(3). Suppose that Z(m) > 1 and the result holds 
for all m’ E M with Z(m’) < Z(m). Write m == m’m, where Z(m’) + 1 = Z(m) and 
s E ZZ. Without loss we may assume TTrn z& 0. 
Case 1. ‘q?’ < 0. XT’ =:: (Co(AT))m’ n 0 < 0 n C,(@) = 2, where 
rn7’ E rn,l? some t E #J+ (Lemma 3.5(l) and (2)). Since 8p < 0, t = s by Lemma 
3.5(3). Thus gFnl .= X;;‘(~-%‘nJ’% = X7+,2 = 27’ < 0. 
Case 2. ST’ $ i?. X -y’ < i? since Z(m’) < Z(m). If xy < 0 we are done. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that 8:~~’ < 0. By the argument in Case 1 
-mm’ - 
XT T := X,$ and myvm’ -_= mz ’ E m,H. Hence m -= m’m, E m’m:‘A = m,m’A. 
Hence gpi < 0. However, we are assuming zYV, < 0. This contradiction 
establishes the result. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose m E Mand r E Il. Then Brnprn& C BrnB v Bmm,B. 
Proof. Case 1. x;Y’ < c. Then 
= BmZ-,m,B by Theorems 2.3.5 and 3.4 
= Brl’~-’ mm,B 
= Bmm,B. 
Case 2. Xym’ $ 0. L t e m’ = mm,. . Then ml-r = m;‘m-1 = m,m-I. Thus by 
Theorem 3.6 
Now BrnBrn,B = Bm’m,Bm,B C (Bm’@(Bm,l?rn,B) C (Am’@(f) u Bm$) by 
Theorem 3.5. It follows from Case 1 that BrnBrn$ C Brn’B v Brn’Brn,.B = 
Brn’B v Bm’m,P = Brnrn,B u Bm,l?. We are done. 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose G is a group satisfying hypothesis (3A). Then (8, M) 
is a B - N pair for G with Weyl Group isomorphic to Sym(n + I). 
Proof. (s, M) = ((B, mi> / i E I) = (Li / i E I) > <K ( K E U,(o)) = G. 
B n M 3 H. By Theorem 3.4 and its proof, r? 4 M, C,(a) = A, and 
M/n z Sym(n + 1). Thus [B n M, r?] = [UI? n M, I?]= [(on M)B, Z?] = 
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[UnM,A],<I?nnDl.HenceBnM,<C,(E?)=~.ThusBnM= 
A Q M. 
.x.(m$mJ = niBin, # B = Y(B). 
Hence fjmc f B for any 1 < i < n. Theorem 3.7 completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose G satis-es hypothesis (3A). Then G is simple. 
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that G is not simple. Let K 4 G 
where K # 1 or G. 02’(G) = G and O,(G) = I whence 0 > K n 0 # 1. 
Let t = 01i,~+i . DnKaO,andX,=Z(0).HenceXtnDnK# l.Ais 
transitive on Xt#, whence XJ+ ,< 0 n K. Every XV < 0 is Xtm for some m E M, 
whence 17 < K. This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (I ) and G is of type A,(q). Then 
one of the following hold: 
(1) 02’(G/0,,(G)) g 02’(P) fey some parabolic subgroup P of A,(q). 
(2) G satisjes hypothesis (4). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.1.5 and Theorem 2.4 we may assume G satisfies 
hypothesis (3A). Theorem 3.8, Lemma 3.9, and [I] yield Ge /I&P). Since 
fig B if follows that pm = q. This completes the theorem. 
5. UNIQUENESS GROUPS 
In this part the structure of uniqueness groups with property c(l) or c(2) is 
largely determined. By Theorem 2.2.9 groups of type A,(q) have these properties. 
1. General Properties 
DEFINITIONS. Suppose G is a uniqueness group. G is trivial if G is a 2-group, 
otherwise G is nontrivial. Let P be an &subgroup of G. When G is nontrivial 
M,(P) is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing P, otherwise M,(P) = G. 
Q(G) is a permutation set for G on the integers (1, 2,..., n} where n = ) G: M,(P)J. 
This action is induced from the action of G on {MG(S) 1 S E Syl,(G)}, and so is 
primitive. The kernel of G acting on Q(G) is denoted Ker(G). For any complex X 
of G, Fix(X) is the set of points of Q(G) fixed by X. 
For any group H a minimal normal subgroup N of H is denoted by N o Q H. 
The Socle of H is the product of all minimal normal subgroup of H and is 
denoted Socle (H). 
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LEMMA 1.1. Suppose G is a uniqueness group. Let N 4 G. Then the following 
hold. 
(1) N is 2-closed OY G/N is a 2-group. 
(2) G/N is a uniqueness group. 
(3) If G/N is nontriviaE then N < Ker(G). 
(4) If G is nontrivial G/Ker(G) is nontriwial. 
(5) Ker(G/Ker G) = 1. 
(6) Ker(G) is 2-closed. In particuzar Ker(G) is soZvabZe. 
Proof. Let P be an S,-subgroup of G. By the Frattini argument G = 
No(P n N)N = (NP, No(P n N)). Now P < NP and P < No(P n N). 
Uniqueness now yields G = NP or G = N&P n N) which proves (1). 
Conclusion (2) is immediate. NP $ G for all P E Syl,(G) if G/N is nontrivial, 
whence 
N < n M,(P) = Ker(G) 
PESY~Z(G) 
as required by (3). The action of G/Ker(G) is faithful which yields (4) and (5). 
Conclusion (6) follows directly from (1) and (4). 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose G is a nontrivial uniqueness group and Ker(G) = 1. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) O,(G) = 1; 
(2) Socle(G) 0 <3 G; 
(3) if G is soZvabZe and P E Sy&(G), then Z(P) is cyclic; 
(4) G/Socle(G) is a 2-group. 
Proof. O,(G) < Ker(G) = 1. By L emma 1.1(3) and (4) Socle(G) 0 a G and 
G/Socle(G) is a 2-group. It remains to show (3). Let P be an &-subgroup of G. 
By (1) G > C,(a) > P for any 01 E Z(P)+. Thus M,(P) 2 (Co(a) / a E Z(P)*). 
Since Socle(G) is a 2’-group, Z(P) must be cyclic. This completes the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose G is a nontrivial solvable uniqueness group. Then 
1 r(G)] = 2, G = O,,,,,(G), Ker(G) = O,(G) @(P)J%Y any P E Syl,(G), and G 
acts irreducibly on O,,,(G)/O,(G)@(P). 
Proof. Let Q E Syl,(G). G is generated by the Hall (2,p}-subgroup of G 
containing Q as p runs through r(G). Thus ( n(G)\ < 2 by uniqueness. Since G 
is nontrivial / v(G)1 = 2. 
The hypotheses are inherited by G/O,(G) and G/@(O,(G)), whence we may 
assume O,(G) = #(O,(G)) = 1. Suppose O,(G) < N 4 G, where N/O,(G) 0 < 
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G/O,(G). Then N is not 2-closed since O,(G) = 1. By Lemma 1.1(l) G/N is 
2-closed. Thus G = O,,,(G). 
Now O,(G) is elementary abelian whence by Maschke’s theorem ([I I]; 
Theorem 3.3.1) O,(G) is a completely reducible module for Q. The uniqueness 
of G implies O,(G) is an irreducible module. Hence O,(G) 0 (1 G, and G/O,(G) 
is 2-group. Lemma 1.1(4) completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose G is a uniqueness group and Ker(G) = 1. Then the 
follomng hold. 
(I) Suppose H is a subgroup of G such that ( Fix(H)1 = 1. Then 
No(H) < Gj where {j} = Fix(H). 
(2) Let P E SyI,(G). If P < H < G then / Fix(H) = 1. 
(3) Let (Y be a cent& involution of G, then j Fix(CG(a))/ = 1. 
(4) Let A be a 2-subgroup of G maximal subject to / Fix(A)] > 2. 
Suppose A < B < No(A).Let S E Syl,(B) and Fix(S) = {j}. Then Fix(B) = {j} 
or B n GJA is a strongly embedded subgroup of B/A. 
Proof. (1) is obvious. Conclusion (2) follows by uniqueness. By Lemma 1.2( 1) 
CJ(u) < G, thus (3) follows by (2). Let Bj = B n Gi . Suppose A < T is a 
2-subgroup of Bj . Then Fix(T) = Fix(N,(T)) = {j]. Thus B = Bj or B,/A is 
a strongly embedded subgroup of B/A. This is the required result. 
DEFINITION. Suppose G is a solvable group and P E Syl,(G). Define W,(G) = 
0 O,(K), as K runs over U,(P). 
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose G is a solvable gvoup and P E Syl,(G). Then W,(G) = 
W3 
Proof. Suppose the result is false and let G be a minimal counterexample. 
Now W,,02f,,(G/0,(G)) = W,(G)/O,(G). Hence O,(G) = 1. Wp(02’(G)) = 
W,(G) whence 02’(G) = G. O,(F(G)P) = 1, and W,(F(G)P) > W,(G), whence 
G = F(G)P. 
Let W = W,(G). Clearly W 4 P and CFtG)( W) admits P. For any KE U,(P), 
K = (K n F(G))P < C’& W)P. Thus W < P n C@(G)) < P n F(G) = 1. 
However by assumption W # 1. This contradiction establishes the result. 
2. 2-Length 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose G is a solvable uniqueness group with property c( 1) and 
O,(G) = 1. Let Q E SyI,(G). Then 1 Q : O,(G)1 = 1 OY 2. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose G is a solvable group with property c(l) and 
O,,(G) = 1. Let Q E: Syl,(G). Then 0(Q) < O,(G). 
Proof of Corollary (assuming Theorem 2.1). For any K E U,(Q), F(K) = 
O,(K) 3 Q(Q). Hence O,(G) = W,(G) 3 @(Q) as required. 
Proof of Theorem 2. I. Suppose the result false and let G be a minimal 
counterexample. In particular, Corollary 2.2 applies to all groups of order less 
than G which satisfy the hypotheses. 
By Lemma 1.3 G = O,,,,,(G) for some prime p # 2. By Lemma 1.2(3) 
Z(Q/O,(G)) is cyclic. Moreover, Q/O,(G) satisfies c(l). Thus Q/O,(G) is non- 
abelian. 
Fix PE Syl,(G). Let N =- O,(G). P acts faithfully on N/@(N). Thus the 
hypotheses are inherited by G/@(N) h w ence @(N) -:= 1. The hypotheses are 
inherited by G/C,,,(P) whence C,(P) = I. Let K o 4 G. Clearly K ,< N. Let 
L cover O,,,(G/K). By Corollary 2.2 @(Q) <L. Since Q/N is nonabelian L is not 
%-closed. By Lemma 1.1(l) G/L is 2-closed. Hence G = L. Therefore 
[N, P] < K. But C,(P) =: 1 whence K := N. Thus O,(G) := N is the unique 
minimal normal subgroup of G. 
Q/N is nonabelian and Q satisfies c( 1). Thus we can choose A and B elementary 
abelian normal subgroups of Q such that [A, B] $- N. Among all such choices 
choose A and B subject to / A 1 + 1 B / has least possible order. Since NAB is an 
S,-subgroup of (NAB, P), either Q = NAB, or Corollary 2.2 yields 
@(NAB) < N. The choice of A and B forces Q :== NAB. Let D = N,(P). 
D is a complement for N in P. Let A, _ D n NA and B, = D n NB. Thus 
D = A,B, . Both N and A, admit D whence [N, A,] admits ND = Q. Thus 
A = A, x [N, A,]. Similarly B = B, x [N, B,]. 
Let Z = &(Z(D)). By Lemma 1.2(3) Z has order 2. A, n B, <. Z, and 
A, n B, + 1 since D is nonabelian. Thus Z =_ A, n B, . Let Z < E < 
A,.Ex[A,,N]~Q.ThusbychoiceofAandB,[E,B,]<DnN-=I. 
Hence E = Z. Thus A, is a fours group and B, is a fours group in a similar 
fashion. Hence D is a dihedral group of order 8. 
D has a unique faithful representation on a group of type (p, p). Lemma 1.3 
yields P/@(P) is of type (p, p). Moreover, z inverts P/@(P) where (z) = Z. 
Corollary 2.2 applied to (Q, Q(P)) implies Z = @(D) < C,(@(P)). Now 
NC,(@(P)) is normal in G and cannot be 2-closed. Thus G/NC,(@(P)) is 
2-closed by Lemma I .I( I). In particular @(P) centralizes PZ. Thus P =-= 
(Q(P), u, v> = (u, v> where u and v are inverted by .z E Z*. Now up == VP == 1 
and [u, V] < @(P) < Z(P). Thus P = (u, v) has order p2 or is extra special 
of order p3. 
Suppose P is abelian of type (p,p). Let P = (u, v), Z = (z), NI = C,(u), 
and Nz : [N, (u)]. Then N = Ni x Nz, ( v, z) acts faithfully on N, , <u, x) 
acts faithfully on N, , CN1(v) = I, and C,vl(u) = I. Thus C,,(z) =-= [Ni , z], 
whence C,V(Z) m-z [N, Z]. Now C,“(Z) >> N n A > [N, A] .G [N, A,] > 
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[N, Z] = C,(Z). Repeating the argument for B, yields [N, A,] = [N, B,] = 
[N, 21. Thus [N, A,, Br] = [B, , N, A,] = 1. The three-subgroup lemma 
yields [Z, N] = [BI , A, , N] = 1. This clearly cannot happen. Thus P is 
extra special of order p3. 
Let N1 = C,(Z). [Q(P), Z] = I w h ence Ni admits @(P)D. Now [N, D] = 
[N, A,&] = [N, 4I[N 41 < C,(Z) = 4 9 and C,(@(P>> = -WV’)) q G, 
whence COo,jD(N/N1) = D. Thus D centralizes Q(P). 
Now D acts faithfully on P/@(P) an centralizes Q(P). The automorphisms d 
of P centralizing Q(P) act on P/@(P) = P as symplectic transformations with 
respect to the symplectic form (x, 7) = [x, ~1. But Sp(2, q) s SL(2, q) contains 
no fours group. This is ridiculous since D has a fours group. This contradiction 
establishes the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose G is a solvable uniqueness group with property c(2). 
If O,(G) = I then G is trivial. 
Proof. Let PE Syl,(G). If Z(G) = Z(P), then the hypotheses are inherited 
by G/Z(P). Thus it suffices to show Z(P) = Z(G). Clearly Z(P) < O,(G). By 
Theorem 2.1 1 P : O,(G)/ = 1 or 2. Thus C,(O,(G)) = C,(O,(G)) = Z(P) Q G. 
Since O”‘(G) := G, Z(P) = Z(G) as required. 
THEOREM 2.4. Solvable groups with property c(2) have 2-length 1. 
Proof. Let G be an appropriate group. Without loss we may assume 
O,(G) = I and 02’(G) = G. Thus F(G) = O,(G). Let PE Syl,(G), and 
KE U,(P). O,,(K) = C,(O,(G)) n O,(K) = 1, whence K = P by Corollary 
2.3. Lemma 1.5 now yields O,(G) = W,(G) = P as required. 
DEFINITION. A group G has property c(3) if all solvable subgroups of G 
containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of G have 2-length I. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a group. Then 
(1) if G has property c(2), then G has property c(3); 
(2) iJ G has property c(3) and N Q G, then G/N has property c(3). 
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 2.4. To prove (2) we may assume N is 
2-closed and G/N is solvable. But then G is solvable and the result is immediate. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose G is a group with properties c(1) and c(3). Suppose 
further O?‘(G) = G. Let N 0 4 G. Then N <F(G) OT N is simple. 
Proof. Without loss we may assume N is nonsolvable. Write 
N=X,xX,x~~~xX,=RX 
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where X is simple nonabelian. Suppose k # 1. Then Xi 43 G = O”‘(G). Thus 
there is an &-subgroup P of G which does no normalize Xi . By c(l), 
P -= A,A, ... A, where the Ai are normal in P and elementary abeiian. Let 
Si = P n Xi and S = S, x S, >< ... x S, . Without loss we may assume 
X2 =:- X2 for some g E A, , Let E = (.Y~%Q i x E S,). Then E :< -4, . Thus 
1 = [x-Q, y-‘y’~] = [x-l, ypl][x, y]~ for all x and y E S, . Hence S, is abelian. 
Thus S is abelian and is an A’,-subgroup of N. 
Without loss we may assume G = NP. It is immediate from Burnside [I I, 
Theorem 7.4.31 that NN(S)/CN(S) # 1 and Nxi(Si)/C,i(SJ # 1. By property 
c(3) applied to NG(S)/CG(S), P normalizes all X, . This is a contradiction. 
Hence k = 1 and N is simple as required. 
Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 2.6 yield 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose G is a nonsolvable uniqueness group with property 
c(2). Let H = G/Ker(G). Then Socle (H) is simple, and H/Socle (H) is a 2-group. 
3. Fusion 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose G is a nontrivial uniqueness group with property c(l), 
and Ker(G) = 1. Then Gj controls 2-fusion in G. 
Proof. Let C be the class of 2-subgroups S of G with properties: 
(1) C,(S) = 0,4Gm) x Z(S); 
(2) / Fix( 3 2. 
Suppose that C is not empty. Choose T E C of maximal possible order. By 
uniqueness and (2) T is not a &-subgroup of G. By relabeling we may assume 
1 E Fix(T). Let N = N,(T), and Nj = N n Gj forj E Fix(T). T is not a &sub- 
group of G, for any j E Fix(T), whence NJT is a strongly 2-embedded subgroup 
of N/T by Lemma I .4(4). 
Fix an &-subgroup PI of Gi with PI n Nt an &-subgroup of N. Fix a 
2-element z E N - Nr such that .z2 E T. By relabeling Q(G) we may assume 
G,” = G, . Let P, = PI”. By property c(l), PI is generated by normal elementary 
abelian subgroups A, , A, ,..., A, . Fix this generating set for Pl in the 
sequel. Let Bi == Aiz, S, = {A, ( Ai < T), S, = Slz = {Bi I Bi 6 T), 
K = (T n A / A E S,>, and L = KKz. Since T < PI and T < P, the sub- 
groups Ai n T, Bi n T, K and L are normal in T. 
Let A E S, and B E S, . Let E-AnT, F=BnT, and V = EnF. 
Clearly V Q TB, and Fix(TB) = (2). Extend TB to R an &-subgroup of G 
such that NG(V) n R is an &-subgroup of NJV). Fix an involution w in Z(R). 
Fix(R) = Fix(TB) = (2) whence C,(w) < G, by Lemma 1.4. Fix (CP1(w)) 2 
{I, 2) and w E Z(T) since T E C. Hence CP,(w) = T, and C,(w) = -4 n T z:- E. 
r\*‘ow [w, F, A] = [I, A] = 1 and [A, w, F] < [E, F] < V. The 3-subgroup 
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lemma yields [F, A] is in the stability group D of the chain (V, w) > V > 1. 
By choice of R, R n No(V) is a $-subgroup of N,J V). Thus R n C,(V) is an 
S,-subgroup of C,(V), whence D = O?(D)(D n R). 02(D) centralizes (V, w) 
whence [w, D] = 1. Now [F, A] < A n C,(w) = E whence A < N,(EF). 
Since this is true for all B E S, it follows that (A n T)K” admits A for any 
AES,. 
Let A E S, and B = AZ. Let E = A n T, F = B n T, W = EF, M = NN( W), 
and C = TC,( T/ W). Clearly (A n N, B n IV, T, z) ,< M. Now [A n N, T] < 
A n T < W whence A n N < C. T < T(A n N) < M, T(B n N) < M, 
Fix((A n N)T) = {I}, and Fix (B n N)T = {2}, whence M/T has a strongly 
2-embedded subgroup by Lemma 1.4(4). Thus M/T has one class of involutions 
([ll]; Theorem 9.2.1). However T < (A n N)T < C (1 M. Hence all involu- 
tions of M/T lie in C/T. In particular z E C whence K = Kz’ < (K”)” < K”W. 
Thus L = KK” = WKz = (A n T) K* admits A. 
A was arbitrarily chosen from S, whence L admits all A E S, . L 4 T whence 
L admits all A, . Hence L admits (PI , z) = (PI , Pz) = G by Lemma 1.4(2). 
Lemma 1.2(l) implies L = 1. But T < PI so S, is not empty. Let A E S, . 
1 # A n Z(P,) < T by property (1) of the set C. But then L # 1. This contra- 
diction shows C must be empty. 
Let P be an &-subgroup of GI . Suppose R is an &-subgroup of G, 
H = P n R, N,(H) is an &-subgroup of N,(H), and C,(H) < Z(H). Then 
C,(H) = O,,(C,(H)) x Z(H) whence Fix(H) = 1. Thus No(H) < GI . Hence 
GI controls 2-fusion in G ([2]; Th eorem 5.2). This is required result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose G is a nonsolvable uniqueness group with property 
c(2). Let H = G/Ker(G). Then Socle(H) . zs simple, and H/Socle(H) is a 2-group. 
Moreover, one of the following holds: 
(1) H = L,(2k) for some h > 2 and Ker(G) = O,(G) x O,t(G); 
(2) Sol (HJ = O,,(H,). 
Proof. The first statement is the content of Corollary 2.7. Without loss we 
may assume (2) is false and show (1) holds. Let V be an &-subgroup of O,,,,(H,). 
Let P E SYI,(N,~(.V)), and A = Q(Z(V)). By Theorem 3.1 A is strongly closed 
in P with respect to H. Let S = Socle (H). Clearly S = (AH) n S. Hence, 
[IO, Theorem A] implies that S is a simple group with strongly embedded sub- 
group or T = S n P is an abelian &-subgroup of S. We utilize three basic 
properties of these groups. These properties may be found in [4, 13, 201. All 
these groups have one class of involutions. Let t be an involution of T. Since T 
contains a central involution of P, H has one class of involutions, and HI controls 
fusion in H, it follows that t is a central involution of HI , whence CH(t) < HI . 
Hence (N,(T), C’s(t) 1 t E T#) < H, n S. Thus HI n S is a strongly embedded 
subgroup of S. Bender’s theorem implies S s I&(2”), S,(2”), or U3(2n). These 
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groups have the property that any automorphism Y of S of even order fixing T 
and centralizing NJ T)/ T is inner. By c(3) P induces a group of automorphisms 
of S behaving in the above fashion, whence H = SP = S. Among the groups 
L,(2”), S,(2n), U,(2%) only L,(2”) has property c(l). Thus S = La(2”). 
It remains to show Ker G = O,(G) x O,(G) when H = L,(2%). By 
Lemma 1.1(l) Ker(G) is 2-closed. Thus we may assume O,(G) = 1, whence 
Ker(G)P is Z-closed by c(3). This yields Ker(G)/O,(G) = Z(G/O,(G)) = 
O,,(G/O,(G)). However, by [12] L,(2”) h as no nontrivial central extension by a 
group of odd order. Thus Ker(G) = O,(G). This completes the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose G satis$es hypothesis (4). Then one of the following 
hold: 
(1) G is a 2-group; 
(2) G/O,(G) g L,(2”) for some n > 2. 
(3) Let H = G/Ker(G). Then 02’(HI/0,,(HI)) s A,(q) for some m > 3. 
Moreover, HI controls 2-fusion in H. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2.9 G has property c(2). If G is solvable (I) follows 
by Corollary 2.3. If G is nonsolvable and Sol(H,) is not a group of odd order then 
(2) follows by Theorem 3.2. 
Thus we may suppose G is nonsolvable and Sol(H,) = O,(H,). By hypothesis 
(1) 02’(G,/0,,(G,)) = O”(PJ) f or some parabolic subgroup PJ of A,(q). Let 
J = Jr u J2 u ... u Jk be the partition of J where k is chosen maximal subject 
to the condition: If s E ]i , t E Jj , and 1 s - t / < I then Ji = Jj . For each 
subset A of (1, 2,..., n} let @, be the set of roots which are integral combinations 
of the roots {ri E fl/ i E Al, and GA be the set of roots which do not belong to 
@, . Define C’, = (X, j Y E @+ f~ $A> and L, == (H, X,. 1 Y E aa). Applying 
the Levi decomposition [5, pp. 11%1121 to PJ and PJ, for i = 1,2,..., k yields 
PJ = UJ, , L, = LJ,L, .‘. LJ, I LJ, 4 -&I , 02’(LJJ02GJi>) G 4.&d, and uJ 
is normal in PJ . Moreover, by Theorem 2.2.3 any automorphism of U of odd 
order leaves U,(P,< n U) invariant. O,(H,) = Sol(G,)/Ker(G) since Hi =-- 
G,/Ker(G) and Sol(G,)/Ker(G) is of odd order. Combining these results yield 
02’(H,/02,(HI)) g XI x X2 x ... x X, where Xi s AIJzl(q). Moreover, 
Xi 4 I-I,/%(4). 
Suppose k > 2. Let R E Syl,(H) where R < HI and R n HI = T has maximal 
possible order. By Lemma 1.4 NH1( T)/T is a strongly embedded subgroup of 
N,(T)/T. Fix and &-subgroup P of HI with P n N,,(T) and &-subgroup of 
N,(T). Suppose x E Z(P) n T is an involution and g E N,(T). Then ZCP -== xv 
for some y E HI since HI controls 2-fusion in H by Theorem 3.1. Thus 
g E (C,,(x))y E H, forcing NH(T) < H, . This is clearly impossible whence 
Z(P) n T = I. In particular, T is not an S,-subgroup of TC,(T), whence 
CHl( T)/Z(T) is a strongly embedded subgroup of C,( T)/Z( T). 
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Let Yi < HI cover Xi, Pi = P n Yi , C = C,(T), C, = C n HI , 
S = C, n P, and B = N,$S). N ow Z(P) = Z(P,) x Z(P,) x .” x Z(P,). 
Moreover, T n Z(P) = 1 whence C,i(T) Z(T) 3 Z(Pi) Z(T) > Z(T). Since 
C,/Z( T) is a strongly embedded subgroup of C, Bender’s theorem implies that B 
is transitive on sZ,(S/.Z(T))#. The Yi are Hi-invariant and CPI(T) Z(T) >Z(T), 
whence Ql(Cpi(T)Z(T)/Z(T)) = Q,(S/Z(T)) for i = I, 2,..., k. Let 
x E .Ql(Zl(P,))#. Then x E C,,(T) Z(T) and x E CP2( T) Z(T) whence x = tw 
for some t E Z( 7’) and w E P, . Let g E B. Then [x, g] = [tw, g] = [t, g]“[w, g] = 
[w, g]. Hence [x, g] < Yi n Yz n P = I. Since x E S - Z( 7’) and B is transitive 
on sZ,(S/.Z(T)) it follows that Ql(S/Z(T)) h as order 2. Thus Z(P) is cyclic. This 
is clearly false. Hence k = 1. 
We have 02’(HJ02,(H,)) g Al,!(q) = A,(q) and HI controls 2-fusion in H. 
It remains to show m > 3. By Bender’s theorem HI cannot be a strongly 
2-embedded subgroup of H. In particular Hi has more than one class of involu- 
tions, since C,(g) < HI for all central involutions g of H contained in HI . By 
[16] A,(q) has one class of involutions. Thus m 3 3. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITIONS. V(n, q) is an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q). l?L(n, q) 
is the group of nonsingular semilinear transformations of V(n, q). Let 
N = (cd E rL(n, q)). By [.5, pp. 183-l 841 SL(n + 1, q)/N n SL(n + 1, q) z A,(q) 
where (1 + c&~,~)(N n SL)/(N n SL) is mapped to x&a) whenever i # j. Let 
211 , v2 1'.., %a+1 be a basis for V(n + I, q). Let D be the group of diagonal 
matrices of GL(rz + 1, q) with respect to this basis. For each t E Aut(GF(q)) 
define c E rL(n + 1, q) by [: xy:: aini -+ 1::; criki . In the mapping 
IX(n + 1, q)/N E subgroup of Aut(A,(q)), D maps onto A and ([ 1 5 E 
Aut(GF(q))) maps onto F, whence rL(n + 1, q)/N s Inn(A,(q))fi*. Thus if G 
is any group satisfying 02’(G) z A,(q) and O,,(G) = 1 then G is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of 02(rL(n + 1, q)/N). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over GF(q). Let FL = 
rL(2, q) act on A by conjugation. Suppose B is an additive subgroup of A containing 
no nonzero element of determinant 0. Then C = C,,(B) is not transitive on (A/B)“. 
Proof. Suppose the result is false for some appropriate B. Let E = (cxl E A} 
and F= {(i 00) E A). S ince E admits I?L and C is transitive on (A/B)+ it follows that 
A=B+E or ECB. ButFnB==O whence IA/B/ >q2 forcing ECB. 
Thus C < GL(2, q). Without loss we may assume C = C,,(B). Now 
ISL:C,,((~~))I <q2-land(~~)$BwhenceIA:B] <q2.Thus IBI =q2 
and B > E. By an appropriate conjugation we may assume either t = (: 1”) E C 
or C has odd order. Since CA(t) = {(z i)} @ E, E _C B, and B# consists of 
elements of nonzero determinant it follows that C has odd order. Thus 
/(A/B)@/ = q2 - 1 < J C ) ,( q + 1. This requires q = 2 contrary to assump- 
tion. This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Suppose G is a group such that O”‘(G/O,(G)) g A,,(q) where 
n > 3. Then sf w is any noncentral involution of G, C,(w) contains a pair of central 
involutions of G which are not conjugate in Co(w). 
Proof. Without loss O,(G) = 1. Thus we may assume G = O”(rL(n+ 1, q))/N 
where N = (51 1 E E GF(q)+}. Since N = O,,(E(n +- I, q)) we may in fact 
assume G = Oa(E(n + 1, q)). By [18, p. 10491 the central involutions of 
GL(n + 1, q) are the transvections. Moreover O~‘(O?(PL(n + I, q))) < 
GL(n + 1, q). Hence we may assume w z=- 1 + E,,? + E,,, + ... + E,j-,.,i for 
some j > 2. Let b, = 1 + l&, and b, = 1 + E1,4 . Since wb, and wb, are not 
conjugate b, and b, satisfy the requirements. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose Os’(G/O&G)) g A,(q)for n > 3, y is a noncentral 
involution of G which is the product of t%o commuting central involutions, and 
C = C,(w). Then C/O,,(C) contains an elementary abelian normal 2-subgroup 
AO,,(C)/O,,(C) where A is a 2-group. A contains central involutions of G. More- 
over, if(y) < B < A and B contains no central involution of G then (A/B)* has 
more than one class of involutions in C,(B)/B. 
Proof. The result is true for G if and only if it is true for G/O,(G). Since 
G/O,(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 02(E(n + 1, q))/lv where N = 
(El E .ZZ) the result is true in general if and only if it is true in 
02(rL(n + 1, q))/N. Since N < O,(PL(n + 1, q) the result need only be shown 
for 02(I’L(n + 1, q)). So assume first that G = 02(rL(n + 1, q)). Now y is 
the product of two commuting transvections and is neither a transvection or 1. 
Thus we may assume y == 1 + El,* + E,,,,, . Let V = V(n + 1, q), 
Vr = C,(y), and Vz = [V, 71. Let A = Cc(V,) n C,( V/V,). Clearly A is normal 
in C. A straightforward calculation shows A is the group of matrices 
and the central involutions have X # 0 and det(X) = 0 (X has 0 as a charac- 
teristic root). 
Now revert to previous notation and assume G = OZ(Aut(A,(q)) g 
02(E!,(n + 1, q))/lv, identify Inn(A,(q)) with A,(q), and identify y and A as 
the homomorphic images in G of y and A as previously defined. Thus 
y = xi,Jl) ~~,~+r(l) and A = Xi,nX~,n+lX2,nX2,n+l . Clearly A admits A and 
O(F). Hence N,(A) = (L’V,~~,)(A))HO(F). Since A admits B, N,,(,)(A) is 
a parabolic subgroup of A,(q). Hence N,+,,(A) = (B, ni 1 Ani = A) = 
(B, ni ] i # 2 or n - 1). Let M = No(A). Then M = (U, i?, O(9), n, \ i # 2 
or n - 1). Since A Q C, C < M. Let A, be the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over 
GP(q). Define 0: A ---f A, to be the isomorphism carrying A onto the additive 
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group of A, by 0(x1,,(a) x,,,+,(b) x&c) x,,,+,(d)) = (z i). The following hold 
for:X E A. 
qxzy = f?(X) if rEq5+andr#arIoror,, 
&y%Z’“‘) = (:, ;2j-l e(x) 
&phn+1 (a,) = q-v (:, ;j, 
e(x”‘x’) = (; 0,” x (; 4, 
where 
u = x+1 + 4, u = x(4 
w = X(4 and z = X(%a + %+1) 
e(xy = e(x) if i#1,2,n-1,01-n, 
e(xy = (F Aj-’ e(x), 
e(xnR) = e(x) ((f i), 
e(xf) = (e(x))f where f is a field automorphism. 
Moreover, B(y) = (k F) and (X(i i)Y)f = (i 1”) implies X = Y-r for X and 
Y E A, and f a field automorphism. Hence C acts on A as a subgroup of IZ(2,q) 
acts on A, by conjugation. Moreover, X is a central involution of G contained in 
A if and only if determinant (B(X)) = 0. L emma 3.4 now provides the result. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose G is a uniqueness group, O,(G) = 1, and GI controls 
2-fusion in G. Let A # 1 be an abelian 2-subgroup of GI , C = C,(A), and 
C, = C n GI . Then C, controls 2-fusion in C. 
Proof. Let t be any central involution of G. Let i and j E Fix(t). By assump- 
tion on fusion t is central in Gi and Gj . Since O,(G) = 1, C,(t) < Gi n Gj . 
Uniqueness of G now forces i = j. Thus 1 Fix(t) = 1 for any central involution 
t of G. 
Let S be a &-subgroup of C, . Extend S to P an &-subgroup of GI . Then 
Z(P) < CGI(A) < C, whence Z(P) < S. Thus / Fix(S)/ = 1. Hence N,(S) < 
NG(S) < GI . Thus SE Syl,(C) and N,(S) < C, . Let T be a 2-subgroup of S 
481/46/I-18 
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such that C,(T) = Z(T) x O,(Cc(T)). The same analysis as above shows 
N,(T) < C, . The result follows by ([2], Theorem 5.2). 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose G is a simple uniqueness group and Gl controls 2-fusion 
in G. Then 02’(G,/0,~(G,)) is not isomorphic to A,(q) for n >, 3. 
Proof. Assume the result is false and let G be a counterexample. By Bender’s 
theorem G, is not a strongly embedded subgroup of G. Hence there is an involu- 
tion y of G, such that C = Cc(y) # Gr . Let C, = C n G, . By Lemma 3.5 C, 
contains central involutions & and /3a of Gr such that /I1 and /3a are not conjugate 
in C, . By Lemma 3.7 C, controls 2-fusion in C whence PI and /?a are not conjugate 
in C. Clearly (/3ac) 4 C, whence C - C, has a C conjugate v of fia . By ([I I]; 
Theorems 9.1.1 and 9.1.2) there is an involution w E 2((/3, , v)) such that pIw 
is conjugate to PI or v in (PI , v). Hence &w is conjugate to a central involution 
of G. Thus w = /3r(&w) is the product of a pair of commuting central involu- 
tions. Moreover, w E Cc(&) < G, and u E C,(w). Thus C,(w) 4 G, . Replacing 
y by w we have y is the product of two commuting involutions. 
Let A be the elementary abelian 2-subgroup of C, given in Theorem 3.6. 
Let (y) < B < A where I3 is maximal subject to C,(B) q G, . Clearly B 
contains no central involutions whence B < A by Theorem 3.6. Let D = C,(B) 
and D, = D n G, . Let T be any 2-subgroup of D such that T n O(D,)A > B. 
Let E = T n O(D,)A and P be an &-subgroup of G such that T < P. Let 
y E O(D,) such that E~J < A. Then C,(T) = (C,(T?/))y-’ < (CC(EIJ))v-l < G, . 
Thus Z(P) < G, forcing T < G, , and TCo( T) < G, . By the Frattini argument 
N,(T) = (TC,(T))N,o&R) where R is an &-subgroup of TC,(T). Since 
C,(R) = Z(R) x O,,(C,(R)) it follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 that 
N,(R) < G, . Hence NG.( T) < Gl . Let X = XB/B for X < D. We have shown 
that if ?? is a 2-subgroup of ii such that T n AO,(D) # 1 then ND(T) < D1 . 
By Theorem 3.6 A has more than one class of involutions in Dr . Lemma 3.7 
implies 2 has more than one class of involutions in D. Fix ol and p in distinct 
conjugacy classes of D. Extend (/?) t o an &-subgroup T of (p’). By the Frattini 
argument D = (flD)ND(T) 4 Dr . Thus @) $ & since NB(T) < B, . 
Fix a B conjugate u of /? in D - Dl . Applying an earlier argument of this 
theorem there is an involution v centralizing & and u such that z is conjugate 
to Cu or p in Dr. However, O,(D,)A 4 is, by assumption on A. Thus 
g = c(Z) c O(&)A. But DE Crs(ti) < 4 contrary to assumption on a. This 
contradiction establishes the result. 
Theorems 4.3.10, 5.3.3, and 5.3.8 provide 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (1). Then one of the following 
occurs : 
(I) 02’(G/0,,(G)) g 02’(P) for some parabolic subgroup P of A,(q); 
(2) G/O,(G) g L,(2”) for some h > 2. 
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6. THE CASES G/O,(G) g L,(2”) 
Dejinitions and Conventions 
A group G satisfies hypothesis (5) if: 
(1) G is of typs A&) for n >, 3 and 4 = 2” > 4; 
(2) G/O,(G) G L,(2”) for some k 3 2. 
For such a group we identify a Sylow 2-subgroup of G with U. The normalizer 
of U in G is identified with a subgroup of the split extension of U by &O(F). 
By Corollary 2.2.4 this convention makes sense. In fact we write NG( U) = UD 
where D < &O(F). In addition let M = O,(G). 
The structure of L,(27 yields 
LEMMA 1.1. If G satisfies hypothesis (5), then the following hold. 
(1) D is cyclic of order j U/M 1 - 1. 
(2) D is transitive on (U/M)* 
(3) U, < M. 
(4) If M < H (1 G then H = M or G. 
(5) G = (U, N,(D)). 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose G sat$es hypothesis (5) and C = C,(M) # Z(U). Then 
M = lJ1 or Un. 
Proof. Suppose CM > M. Then CM = G by Lemma 1.1(4). Thus 
[D, U,] < [D, M] = 1. This forces D = 1 which is impossible. Hence 
C = Z(M) > Z(U). Lemma 1.1(4) yields C,(Z(M)) = M. In particular 
C,(C,(M)) = M 2 U, . Proposition 2.2.13 now yields M = U1, U”, W(T), 
or AT where r = 01~ + cx3 + ... + an-r (appropriate definitions follow Theorem 
2.2.9). A,A’ = U1 < U admits D, whence M # Ar by Lemma 1.1(2). Suppose 
M = W(q). By Proposition 2.2.15 AT char W(T) 4 G. Moreover, U ,< 
C,(W(?)/A”) 4 G, and W(y)A, = W(v)A, = U. Thus [U, D] < ArA, n 
A’A, = A’. This is impossible by Lemma I .1(2) and so M = LT1 or Us as 
required. 
LEMMA 1.3. If G satisfies hypothesis (5) and C,(M) = Z(U). Then D < I? 
and [U/M] < q. 
Proof. U < &(2(U)) 4 G. Thus [Z(U), D] = 1. Clearly then D < I?. All 
elements of Char(n, 4) have order dividing 4 - 1, whence the result follows by 
Lemma 1.1(l) and (2). 
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LEMMA 1.4. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (5), C,(M) = Z(U), and 
C = C,(M/Z(U)) # Z,(U). Then M = lJ2 or V-I. 
Proof. Suppose CM = G. Then [D, M] = 1 since (1 M (, ( D 1) = 1. This 
is impossible so C = C&M/Z(U)) = Z,(M) > Z,(U). Thus 
M = GKk(M/Z( U)>/Z( U>). 
The result follows by Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 2.2.16. 
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose G satisjies hypothesis (5), C,(M) = Z(U), and 
C,(M/Z( U)) = Z,(U). Then M = Uk for some 2 < k < n - 1. 
Proof. Let Z,(G) be the hypercenter of G. Thus if Z,(G) = Z,,,,(G) then 
Z,(G) = Z,,(G). Clearly Z,(G) < O,(G). Hence Z,(G) = Coz(o)(02(G)) 
since O,(G) is nilpotent. Thus if A < Z,(G) and A (I O,(G) if follows that A 
admits <O,(G), C,(A)) ‘3 (O,(G), C,(Z,(G))) > (O,(G), O”(G)) = G. 
Choose 2 < j minimal such that A,,j < Z,(G). Then A,,j 4 G and 
[A,,j, D] = 1. Since [A, , D] # 1, j > 3. Let C = C,(M/A,,J. Suppose 
CM == G. Then [D, M] = 1. This is impossible, whence C = C,+,(M/Al,,) = 
G@Vd 
Let K = C,(C/A,,jZ2(U)). M < K Q G, whence K = M or G. Suppose 
K = G. Then [CZ,( U), D] = I. Let L = C,(CZ,( U)). Since D < L d G, 
ML = G and G/L is a 2-group. Thus CZ,(U) < Coe(&O%(G)) = Z,(G). 
But then Al,j-r < Z,(G) contrary to the choice of j, whence K = M. 
Now Proposition 2.2.17 yields M = W2. By assumption j < n, whence 
K = j - 2 < n - 1. Reverse the labeling and the same argument shows 2 < k. 
Hence M = U7? for some 2 < k < n - 1 as required. 
Convention 
If G satisfies hypothesis (5) and M = Uk we choose the presentation of U 
such that k 3 [n/2] + 1. This is possible by reversing the labeling of the 
Dynkin diagram if necessary. 
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (5). Then all of the following 
hold: 
(1) M = Ufi for some [n/2] f 1 .< k f n; 
(2) G/M GE L,(q); 
(3) D < l? and D is cyclic of order q - 1. 
Proof. Conclusion (1) follows by Lemmas 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, and convention. 
Since U/M has order Q, (2) is immediate. By Lemma 1.1(l) it remains to show 
D < fi. By Lemmas 1.2 and I .3 it suffices to treat the case M = U’“. 
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Suppose M = U” and n > 4. Then Z(M) = A,,, and Z,(M) = Al,n-lAB,n 
by Proposition 2.2.19. A straightforward calculation shows Z(C,(xl,,,+,A,,,)) =z 
Z(A’) = A, where Y = ol, + cg + ... + (Y,+ NOW U < Cc(A,/A1,,-1A2,,) u G. 
This shows [X, , D] < X, n XI,,-,A,,, = 1, whence D < I?. 
Suppose M = Un and n = 3. By Proposition 2.2.14 A, Q G. Moreover 
U < C,(M/A,) Q G. Hence [G, M] G A,. Thus [X,,, , D] < .X1,, n A,. 
Hence D < I?. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.7. Suppose G = L,(q) acts on V = VJGF(2)) faithfully where 
q = 2”. Let P be an S,-subgroup of G, B = PH = N,(P) where P n H = 1. 
Suppose that the following additional conditions hold. 
(a) 1’ = VI @ V, @ V, where / Vi 1 = q. 
lb) GP) = VI 0 V, . 
(4 EV,, PI = v,. 
(d) Vi admits Hfor i = 1,2, or 3. 
(e) C,((H) = 0 OT V, for i = 1,2, OY 3. 
Then VI = C,(G) = C,(H) and V, @ V, = [V, G] = [V, H]. 
Proof. Let C = C,(G). By (b) C < VI @ V, . Let gE G - B, and 
W = (VI @ V,) n (VI @ V#. Then W is centralized by (P, Pg) = G and 
( W ( >, q. Hence W < C < V, 0 V, and 1 C ( > q. 
Suppose C 4 V, or C $ V, . Then by (d) and (e) V, @ V, is centralized by 
H. Since G acts faithfully on V it follows by (e) that C,(H) = V, @ V, . But 
then V, @ V, admits (P, N,(H)) = G. Thus P < Co( V/V, @ V,) <I G, 
whence [V, , H] < Vs n [V, , G] < V, n VI @ Vz = 0. But then [V, H] = 0 
which is impossible. Hence C = VI or V, since 1 C 1 2 q. Let L be the centralizer 
in G of the series (V, V, , 0). By (b) and (c) P < L. H $ L since [H, V] # 0. 
Thus P <L < G forcing V, +I G. Hence C = V, . 
Let E = C,(H). Since VI = C < E < V(d) and (e) imply E = VI , VI @ V, , 
or V, @ V, . First suppose E = VI @ V, . Then (N,(H), P> normalizes 
VI 0 v2 . But then P < Co(V, @ V,) -=ZJ G whence C 3 VI @ V, . This 
being impossible it follows that E # VI @ V, . Next suppose E = VI @ V, . 
Then V, = [V, H] admits (N,(H), P) = G. This is also impossible since we 
have already shown V, + G. Hence VI = C,(G) = C,(H). 
Now by (d) and (e) [V, H] = V, @ V, admits No(H). By (b) and (c) V, @ V, 
admits (N,(H), P} = G. Hence V, @ V, = [V, G] = [V, H] as required. 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose G = L,(q) acts on V = V&GF(2)) faithfully where 
q = 2n. Let P be an S,-subgroup of G, B = PH = No(P) where P n H = 1. 
Suppose the following additional conditions hold. 
(a) V = WI @ W, where 1 Wi 1 = q. 
(b) W, = C,(P) = [W, > PI. 
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(c) Wi admits H. 
(d) C,jH) = 0 OY Wi . 
Then [V, H] = V. 
PYOO~. Identify V, WI and W, with V, @ V, , V, and V, , respectively, in 
Lemma 1.7. The result is then immediate from Lemma 1.7. 
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (5). Suppose moreover, that 
A 4 G, A E R(U), B = C,(M/A) E !R( U), B/A is elementary abelian of order q3, 
B = AX,X,X,, . 
C,(W) = ~XxXe > and M = U,. 
Then [U, B]A = [X,. , X,]A = X,A OY X,A. Moreover, if X, = [X,, , X,] 
then the following hold: 
(1) &A = G(GI4, 
(2) A-%X, 4 G, 
(3) [X0, D] = X, and [X, , D] = X,, . 
Proof. U = U,.X, whence [B, U]A = [B, X,.]A = [X,X,X,, , X,.]A = 
[X, , X,]A = X,+,A. Since [U, B] 4 A, X,,, $ A and X,,+r = X, or X, by 
Theorem 2.2.5(4). 
Suppose y + Y = /3. Let V = B/A, V, = X,A/A, I’, = X,A/A, and 
V, = X,,A/A. Now G/C,(V) = G/M g L,(q) acts on V. Let P = U/M and 
H = DMIM. By Theorem 1.6(3) Vi admits H and C,((H) = 0 or Vi . Lemma 
1.7 now provides the result. 
DEFINITIONS. If G satisfies hypothesis (5) and M = Uk, let r = X1.,X1,,+, 
andd =(X,<A,jX,.$I’). Thus A,=r@d. 
THEOREM 1 .lO. Suppose G is of type A,(q), G satisfies hypothesis (5), and 
M = U”. Then A, Q G, d = CAl(D), and I’ = [A,, D]. 
Proof. Let A E (1, A,,j 1 rz + 1 < i < 2, i # k + I} be maximal subject 
toA aG,[And,D] = l,and[A,D]nr=rnA.WemustshowA=A,. 
Suppose n = k. Then Z(M) = Xr,nX1,n+l = r 4 G, and [U, r] = Xl,n+l . 
Applying Lemma 1.8 to G/C,(r) = G/M acting on r shows [r, D] = r. 
Hence A = A,,$ for some 2 <i < K If j # 2 Proposition 2.2.19 implies 
C&WA) = &,j--1&,n&n+~ A whence X,+,A = C,(G/A) by Lemma 1.9. 
But then A,,j-, c~ G, d n A,,+, = Xl,j&l n A,,J = C+ ,-,(D), and 
[Al,j-l, D] = 1 Ai+, , D, D] = r. This is contrary to the maximal’choice of A 
whence A --_ A, as required. 
Suppose n # k and (n, k) + (3,2). By Lemma 1.2 Xi,,,, = Z(G) whence 
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A =LI,,~ for some 2<j<n+l where j#k. If jf2 or k+2 then 
C,(M/A) = C,(U/A) by Proposition 2.2.18. But then Cc((C,,,(M/A))/A) = G. 
However, A,,+, < C,(M/A). Thus [G, A,,i-,] < A. Clearly then A,,$-, 4 G, 
[A A A,,j-, , D] = 1, and [A,,+, , D] = A,,j-, n r. This is contrary to the 
choice of A. Hence A = A, or A = A,,,,, . If A = Alpk+a then C,(M/A) = 
A,,,X,,,+, = X,,,X,,,+,X,,,+,A by Proposition 2.2.18. Since [Xi,, , X,,,,,] = 
Xi,,,, it follows by Lemma 2.9 that A,,, d G and [A,,, , D] = X1,kXi,k+l= r. 
This is clearly false. Hence A = A, . 
Finally suppose (n, k) = (3,2). Suppose A, is not normal in G. Since A, is 
normal in Nc(U) = UD, Lemma 2.2.20 and Burnside ([ll]; Theorem 7.1.1) 
yield {A, , (X1,2Xa,aXi,4)” 1 a E X,,,> is an orbit of G on self-centralizing sub- 
groups of M of order 43. Repeating the argument for A, shows A, 4 G. However 
1 A, n A, 1 = 4 and 1 Xi,aX,,,X,,, n A, 1 = 4”. This is impossible. Hence 
A, (3 G. By Lemma 1.2, d = Xi,, = Z(G). U $ C&&/A) 4 G and [M, A,] < d 
whence C,(A,/d) = M. Now [A,, U]A = X,,J, X,,i admits D, and Cxi(D) = 0 
or 1 whence [A, , D] = r by Lemma 1.8. This completes the theorem. 
Convention 
We consider A, as an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q) with basis 
x&l) forj = 2, 3 ,..., n + 1. Scalar multiplication is given by the rule: &i,(l) = 
Xl,&% 
THEOREM 1.11. Suppose G satis$es hypothesis (5). Then G acts on A, as a 
groups of linear transformations. 
Proof. Let W = NG(r) n NG(A) and L = N,(r) n C,(A). By Theorem 
1.10 N,(D) < W. Clearly X,,,,, , < W if M = Uk. Hence by Lemma 1 .l 
(M, W) > (U, N,(D)) = G. Hence MW = G and W/W n M g L,(q). 
Clearly D < L Q W whence (W n M)L = W. In particular, ML = G. Clearly 
U induces a group of linear transformations on A, . Thus it suffices to show L 
induce a group of linear transformations on the subspace I’. 
Suppose G is of type A,(q) and A4 = U2. Let X = XZ(U)/Z(U) for X < M. 
Consider M as a vector space over GF(q) with basis xr(l)for X,. ,< M - Z(U), 
and scalar multiplication [x?(l) = a Then Ai can be considered as a sub- 
space of the vector space Z. Let Y’(x&[)) = 6. Since Z(M) = Xl,, = Z(G) 
the form (v, zu) = Y([v, w]) is nonsingular and left invariant by G. If g E G then 
((aq + /3qJg, a”) = (cq + puz , w) = a(q , w) + /3(v; ) w) = a(V;“, w”) + 
p&g, fiP ) = (a(cf) + /3(f&g), a”). Hence {a(V;“) + /3(5#)} - ((~9 + ,%Jg E 
(mg)’ = m’- = 0. Hence G induces a group of linear transformations on z. 
Thus L induces a group of linear transformations on r as required. 
Suppose G is any of the remaining cases. Then X,,, < A. The relations on U 
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imply [xl,&?, x&)1 = S[x~dl), x,(41 whence [x1.&3, rl = ~ihz(l), rl for all 
y E 77. Let w EL. Then 
Similarly 
(~xI,7~(l>)w = x,,k(~>w = [x1,2(0, X2,k(lll” 
= ik,2m x2,7cc(lPl = ~[XI,Z(l), x2,kuPl 
= E{[x,,,(l), X2,k(~)l”‘~ = S(Xwcu)w)* 
(SXI,k+l(lNw = S(Xl.k+lv)w). 
Thus w acts on r as a nonsingular linear transformation. ThusL and so G has the 
required action on A, . 
THEOREM 1.12. Suppose G satisjies hypothesis (5). Then G is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of SL(n + I, q). 
Proof. Let V be an (n + I)-dimensional vector space over GF(q). Let 
V = V, @ V, where V, = (v) is a one-dimensional subspace of V. By Lemma 
2.2.1(5) and Gaschiitz A, has a complement in G. Fix a complement C for A, in 
G and fix a vector space isomorphism Y: A, + V, . 
Define an action of G on V by the following rules. If L E A, then L Iv, = lVz 
and (&)L = 5~ + [Y(L). If L E C then L IV, = 1 y1 and Y(X)L = ,Y(Xn) for 
XEA~. 
By Theorem 1.11 this action induces a homomorphism of G into GL(n + 1, q) 
with kernel &(A,) f~ C,(Vl) = C,l(V,) = 1. Since 02’(G) = G < 
02’(GL(n + 1, q)) = SL(n $ 1, q) the result is complete. 
THEOREM 1.13. Suppose G satisfies hypothesis (1). Then 02’(G/02,(G)) s 
02’(P)for some parabolic subgroup P of A,(q). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.3.9 we may assume G satisfies hypothesis (5). 
SL(n + 1, q)/O,(SL(n + 1, q)) s A,,(q). Since O,(G) = 1, Theorem 1.1.3 
implies G is isomorphic to a subgroup of A,(q). Now Lemma 2.3.2 yields the 
result. 
Proof of Theorem A. A minimal counterexample to Theorem A necessarily 
satisfies hypothesis (l), whence by Theorem 1.13 there is no counterexample. 
The proof is complete. 
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